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The facts in this book were researched, verified and cross-checked by some of the top journalists
and forensic analysts in the world. If you can dispute the facts in this book then, please, meet us
before a federal grand jury, federal courtroom jury, Federal Special Prosecutor or live network
TV broadcast and lets go over the details!
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Inside The Room
Many of the authors of this book were “inside the room” where these crimes took place. These acts of
corruption were witnessed by many. Fifteen years ago, the public would have found it to be
inconceivable to think that a President of the United States was using his Silicon Valley Cartel to spy
on each and every one of them.
Today, the world knows that Obama and the DNC bosses did use these insane machinations and that
Obama and his crony’s did NOT do it to “hunt for terrorists” but to control media perceptions, rig
elections and target anybody who exposed their scheme.
Unfortunately, for the Obama Administration, the crimes were so audacious, the perpetrators so blinded
by greed and hubris and the public so disgusted by their corruption that the scam fell apart for Obama.
We used the internet, Wikipedia and social media to optimize public collaborative forensics
investigations. With over 200 million voters, working together, across everything from 4Chan to
Facebook, the Obama scheme was dissected, terminated and exposed to the world.
Obama and his Cartel were a merger of fashionable mobsters from Chicago and Silicon Valley. While
Rahm Emanual and Bill Daley were some of the only gang members who actually looked and talked
like old Chicago mobsters, they all looked up to the legacy of Chicago’s famous mob boss: Al Capone.
John Podesta even wrote emails on “how to mobster” an election.
This book is part of a series designed to prevent these kinds of crimes from ever happening again,
interdict the criminals and provide a testament to public forensics.
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Cash For Cars For Election Rigging
How Obama Traded Campaign Resources For Electric Cars
One overt example of the crimes involves the creation by Barack Obama, David Axelrod, David
Plouffe, Rahm Emanual, Valarie Jarett and their associates of a “Cleantech Slush-Fund”.
Every applicant that competed with the Musk payola scheme was “killed off”, sabotaged, character
assassinated, stone-walled and/or blacklisted by Department of Energy executives and their Cartel
financiers.
We worked with Elon Musk and saw these crimes first-hand. We thought you should know so that you
could decide if you want to be associated with Musk’s narcissistic, self-aggrandizing, corrupt, criminal
schemes. Musk likes to talk about futuristic bullshit but his workers (that have sued him for fraud,
safety issues, racism, off-shoring domestic jobs, sexual harassment and more…) can talk about his
prehistoric social deviancies at great length.
Elon Musk and his executives are criminals. They will lie, cheat, bribe, steal, sabotage others, rig the
stock market, create fake financial data at the drop of a hat and cover-up their huge numbers of safety
defects. They got hundreds of millions of dollars of YOUR taxpayer resources and used it to rig
elections, manipulate stock markets and sabotage competitors. They bribe public officials to run cover
for them at your expense. Elon Musk is a sick pervert who requires constant media attention and has
depraved bi-sexual control needs. Look at his multiple divorces and the text of the abuse lawsuits from
his wives, former partners, investors, employees, customers and others. While Musk spends your tax
money buying cover-ups in the main-stream media, he can never cover-up the fact that he is simply a
mobster who sweet-talked Google’s owners into financing his scheme. Musk stole Tesla from the
founders of Tesla in a hostile take-over. Musk has invented NOTHING!
Elon Musk did not “win” any state or federal funding. He had all of his taxpayer cash hard-wired to
him in a series of back-room crony payola deals. In a fair fight, Musk would have LOST (horribly) all
of his funding if you compared his metrics, performance data and customer orders to every other
applicant at the time. In other words, in a side-by-side shoot-out, comparing Musk’s applications with
those of every other applicant for the same funds: Musk had the worst possible metrics of ANY other
applicant. In spite of this, California State officials and Department of Energy staff were “ordered”, by
their superiors, to hand Musk the illicit taxpayer money, and deny funds to his competitors, in order to
stage the slush-funds created by the Department of Energy and The California State Controllers offices.
** If you saw the REAL financial records for Tesla/Solyndra/SpaceX you would see that Musk’s
operations are smoke-and-mirrors. Musk cooks the books and manipulates financial data.
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** One of Musk’s top SpaceX engineers just sued Musk and revealed that Musk lies about the dangers
at SpaceX.
** You may think Musk has many fans on the internet but those “fans” are actually young Asian girls in
overseas factories who have rows of phones set-up in front of them to pretend to be different people on
the web. They are called “shills” and “trolls” and the factories they work in are called “Click-Farms”
and “Troll-Farms”. Musk pays their bosses to have them create fake media hype about him on the
internet because he is a sociopath who demands the public eye.
** You would get physically ill if you knew how many Tesla owners had been burned alive in their
cars, had their Tesla’s suddenly swerve off the road and go over a cliff or into a tree and had set their
buildings on fire. The main stream media covers up all of these problems because the 7 men who
control the main stream media are Tesla investors. You have never heard about all of the deaths,
injuries and disasters that Tesla has caused but we have and we have them all documented. Tesla is still
around because of one of the biggest cover-ups you ever saw.
** Guess who else covers up the criminal corruption of Tesla Motors: California Senators Feinstein and
Pelosi, Nevada Senator Reed, all of the New York Senators and California Governor Jerry Brown.
Why? Because they are investors and campaign finance recipients of Elon Musk’s technology mobster
Cartel! That’s right! These scumbag politicians are covering up crimes and life-threatening dangers in
order to line their pockets! We told all of this to the FBI’s James Comey but then, you know, he got
himself fired and charged with running political protection operations just like we are talking about
here!
** Let us tell you about a beautiful young college graduate named Casey Speckman, her whole life was
ahead of her. She would still be alive today if her crash had not been in a Tesla. She burned alive
because Tesla knew it’s batteries would explode in a crash and Tesla chose profits over safety after
being warned about the lithium ion battery dangers.
** The Middle East bad guys are now using lithium ion batteries to blow up airliners because Elon
Musk’s lithium ion batteries are so easy to explode. Musk has known this since 2006! We have the
papers that prove it!
** Peter Thiel, Google owner Larry Page and other homosexual billionaires help cover-up Musk’s
crimes because Musk is sometimes their “special friend”. Do not let billionaires hide the truth from
you. Demand a public investigation.
** If you have an ounce of morality, then you will not want to help Musk & Tesla profit from the crony
political corruption that created them. Musk exists because he bribes politicians & acts as an illegal
campaign financing conduit.
** Why have so many Tesla’s suddenly swerved off the road, over cliffs and into innocent bystanders?
Because the CIA software that can take-over a Tesla has been leaked to every 14 year old hacker on
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Earth! Tesla drivers are dead because Tesla cars can be instantly and easily hacked, taken over and
turned into listening devices by any kid with an Android phone.
** When bad news emerges about Musk or Tesla; Google, Kleiner Perkins, Draper Fisher and Goldman
Sachs suddenly buy some Tesla stock so the little line on the stock market graph goes up for a few
days. At the same time they use their MSM media control to release a BS press release. This is called
“pumping the stock” and “covering the hole”. It is a stock market fraud tactic which seeks to hide the
fact that Musk’s companies are in a constant state of failure.
** DOT/NHTSA has covered up years of reports about an acceleration surge issue that can suddenly
crash your Tesla into walls and drive it off cliffs. It is either a known hacking attack or the effect of
WiFi on Tesla electronics. Either can kill you.
** Musk & Tesla are pure evil & exist because of hyper-corruption. You don’t want to contribute to
their evil or be part of it in any way. You are funding evil & supporting criminal corruption by buying a
Tesla or any Elon Musk owned product like Solar City, Tesla, Space X, Hyperloop, etc.!
** Elon Musk spent more money, than any other car company in history, to do the exact same things
that any other car has done, or could do, for 20 times less money. Musk’s Tesla was $100,000.00 over
budget, per car, at the time that Musk was handed his crony Dept. of Energy froms by Steven Chu.
Musk has no clue how to operate a car company.
** In one lawsuit it is noted that: “...Plaintiff and Tesla both applied for funds at the same time, in the
same funding cycle in the same program. Tesla had the historically epic number of horrific issues listed
below, which were known to DOE at the time of application, and Plaintiffs had NONE of these issues.
How can any court, or rational person, believe that Plaintiffs were not intentionally bypassed, targeted
and damaged for political reasons while Tesla was simultaneously approved for political reasons, when
the comparative metrics between the two applicants prove the largest merit disparity in the entire
recorded history of the U.S. Department of Energy….the singular, and only, review criteria used by
Department of Energy officials was: WHICH ONE BRIBED THE CAMPAIGN FINANCE GROUP
FOR BARACK OBAMA?!"; Thus proving that Tesla exists because of organized-crime level political
corruption.
** Elon Musk’s self-driving “autopilot” feature, which keeps crashing and failing, is his attempt to
scam taxpayer cash from Dept. of Transportation and Dept. of Energy public funds. He is only trying to
do it to get more free federal cash.
** The inventor of lithium ion batteries has confessed that lithium ion batteries blow up eventually. He
says that deadly dendrites plague lithium-ion battery technology. The dendrites accumulate as part of
the standard charging and recharging cycle and eventually cause a short circuit that often results in a
smoldering or burning battery. These dendrites are destined to eventually blow up most Tesla cars and
many electronic devices using lithium ion!
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** The CIA’s software designed to take over any Tesla on Earth and kill the driver, passengers and
bystanders has been released in the wild and every hacker on Earth can now easily get a copy of it and
kill you in your Tesla!
** Ex-employees have leaked faked financial records, evidence of massive click-farm fake social
media manipulation and evidence of unreported deaths and accidents. They say that most Tesla’s have
one kind of defect or another.
** If you read about the dirty deeds and cocaine dealings with the In-Q-Tel airplanes called “Cocaine
1” & “Cocaine 2”, & the corruption behind the company called In-Q-Tel & Musk’s software
programmer who ran “The Silk Road” drug & murder service then you must be concerned that many
In-Q-Tel people work for Musk. Why does Musk need dirty druggies & spies on his payroll unless he is
running covert drug and business spying activities?
** Ex-employees, Gawker writers and gay lawyers from Covington & Burling have leaked stories that
Elon Musk, Reid Hoffman, Larry Page, Peter Thiel and others are “butt buddies” and may be involved
in “Pizzagate”.
** Musk is anti-American and Anti-Worker Rights and has been caught flying in H1-B cheap offshore
labor and exploiting immigrants for his deadly profits. Musk hates unions and worker rights efforts.
** Elon Musk gets the Cobalt chemical to make his lithium ion batteries from slave trade and bloodmoney corruption in the Congo!
** Tesla Cars are just gay as hell and show the driver to be either a closet homosexual or an arrogant
prick.
** The lithium ion batteries that Musk uses also blow up when they naturally encounter Low Energy
Nuclear (LENR) effects in the ambient environment. Millions of chemicals don’t blow up from
LENR’d but lithium ion does!
** If you are a Democrat then know that Elon Musk cost you the Hillary Clinton campaign because of
his payola schemes. If you are a Republican, know that Elon Musk is the epitome of the worst form of
DNC crony corruption you ever saw!
** Musk bribed California politicians to give him hundreds of millions of dollars of taxpayer dollars &
resources he never earned or worked for. He only got those crony payola perks handed to him because
he operated as an illicit front for corrupt campaign financing for Dianne Feinstein, Jerry Brown, Harry
Reid, Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton.
** Multiple parties have filed “Demands For The Arrest of Elon Musk” with the FBI, DOJ, AG, FTC,
SEC and other law enforcement agencies. It is not likely that Musk, or his companies will survive a full
investigation.
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** Tesla and Solyndra sit on the same land in Fremont, CA. Solyndra was raided by the FBI for
corruption. Tesla SHOULD be raided by the FBI for corruption. Both companies had kick-back crony
payola schemes with Senator Dianne Feinstein. She owned the land, lease, HR, construction company
and supplier interests and stock for both companies in one of the most massive conflict-of-interest
crony financing schemes in U.S. history. Elon Musk and the Feinsteins are corruption partners.
** People who see you in a Tesla think of you as a “Tone Deaf Douchebag”, “Tesla Tool!”, “Arrogant
Prick”, “Ostentatious Obama Oaf”, “Sheep”, “Mindless Yuppie Scum”, “Misogynistic Silicon Valley
Clone”, “Self-promoting Elitist Douche”, “Fake News Reading Main Stream Boob”, “Naive Idiot” or
other bad things.
** Elon Musk is one of the main financiers behind Barack Obama & Hillary Clinton, both of whom
have been charged with corruption. Musk endlessly tweets lies & “...No I didn’t do those bad things”
BS but nobody else supports him.
** Tesla financial records are “cooked” in a fraudulent manner to make the stock market valuation of
Tesla a falsely manipulated factor. Musk uses “pre-orders”, by his own investors, to fake sales and
wrote emails to customers asking them to put small deposits down so he could book them as fully paid
sales in one of a large number of stock and loan valuation frauds. Musk and his investors practice stock
market skims, pump-and-dumps and Flash Boy manipulations.
** Lithium ion batteries are blowing up, starting fires &, generally, destroying people’s homes, cars,
electronics & physical health. Boeing was ordered to stop flying the 787 Dreamliner because it's
Lithium ion batteries are catching fire spontaneously. A group of silicon valley venture capitalists
forced/leveraged the government to buy & pay for these specific batteries, that they have stock in, in
order to benefit their profit margins. Other batteries don’t have these problems. They knew about the
dangers from day one, but put greed ahead of safety. There are thousands & thousands of reports of
spontaneous lithium ion fires but the VC's who back lithium ion pay to keep this information hushed
up. Millions of these batteries have been recalled for fire risk. The VC's tried to push as many as they
could before they got caught. Now they are caught. These VC's & the Senators they bribed own stock
in lithium mining companies too. HERE IS THE PROOF:
HTTP://LITHIUMBATTERYCOVERUP.COM
** Tesla Motors has filed a patent which states the following , THESE ARE TESLA MOTORS
WORDS warning about a crisis, the level of which they never disclosed to the consumer: “Thermal
runaway is of major concern since a single incident can lead to significant property damage &, in some
circumstances, bodily harm or loss of life. When a battery undergoes thermal runaway, it typically
emits a large quantity of smoke, jets of flaming liquid electrolyte, & sufficient heat to lead to the
combustion & destruction of materials in close proximity to the cell. If the cell undergoing thermal
runaway is surrounded by one or more additional cells as is typical in a battery pack, then a single
thermal runaway event can quickly lead to the thermal runaway of multiple cells which, in turn, can
lead to much more extensive collateral damage. Regardless of whether a single cell or multiple cells are
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undergoing this phenomenon, if the initial fire is not extinguished immediately, subsequent fires may
be caused that dramatically expand the degree of property damage. For example, the thermal runaway
of a battery within an unattended laptop will likely result in not only the destruction of the laptop, but
also at least partial destruction of its surroundings, e.g., home, office, car, laboratory, etc. If the laptop
is on-board an aircraft, for example within the cargo hold or a luggage compartment, the ensuing
smoke & fire may lead to an emergency landing or, under more dire conditions, a crash landing.
Similarly, the thermal runaway of one or more batteries within the battery pack of a hybrid or electric
vehicle may destroy not only the car, but may lead to a car wreck if the car is being driven or the
destruction of its surroundings if the car is parked”. See http://whoiselonmusk.com for more...
** Tesla's own staff, & every fire department, have now admitted that once a lithium ion fire gets
started in a Tesla, that it is impossible to extinguish burning lithium ion material. This is Telsa’s own
words in THEIR patent filing, (You can look it up online) saying that the risk is monumental. Tesla has
6800 lithium ion batteries, any one of which can “go thermal”, start a chain reaction and blow up all of
the rest of the 6800+ deadly batteries! Tesla drivers have been burned alive in thermal globs of flaming
lithium ion, plastics & metal. Bystanders have heard their horrific screams of unutterable pain & terror
as they were burned alive! Tesla fires can’t be extinguished & the bodies are burned into
“unrecognizable lumps of charred flesh”, according to fireman.
** Lithium Ion batteries “go thermal” in peoples pockets, in your notebook, especially in a Tesla &
Fisker car. There are tens of thousands of articles documenting this & there is a cover-up by the VC’s
that fund these things to keep this fact out-of-sight. Making Lithium Ion batteries poisons the workers
who make them. It is a dangerous product that is covered-up by the Obama Administration. Panasonic
knows that these batteries are deadly.
** Tesla only exists to exploit Elon Musk’s briberies. The lithium ion batteries blow up when they get:
wet, hot, bumped, over-charged, struck by energy fields, exposed to air or squashed. Lithium ion
batteries poison the Earth & that they poison & kill the workers that make them. Lithium ion batteries
come from war profiteering in Afghan & Bolivian corruption.
** Panasonic is Elon Musk’s partner. Panasonic is one of the most corrupt companies in the world.
Panasonic has been charged, on multiple continents with: Product dumping, bribery, collusion, price
fixing, anti-trust law violations, racketeering, worker abuse, toxic poisoning of workers, & other
crimes. It is no wonder that Elon Musk & Panasonic are partners. Tata Motors executive Karl Slym was
killed for exposing this fact.
** Your tax dollars were stolen in order to make Tesla Motors, as part of a political financing kick-back
scam. In other words, part of your paycheck was taken away from you in order to buy hookers, rentboys & private jets for Musk & company.
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** Tesla’s are forged in criminal corruption, so anybody who drives a Tesla must be either ignorant, a
weasel or one of the corrupt. The whole world now knows all of the facts in this list so you can never
plead ignorance to these crimes.
** Telsa’s have a huge amount of highly documented defects. The defects are so extensive that Tesla
made buyers sign confidentiality agreements to try to hide how messed up their cars are.
** Tesla’s have killed more people than the main-stream news has reported. The full Tesla death-list is
covered up.
** Musk lied about why he wanted to make electric cars, when, in fact, he actually poisons the
environment because Tesla investors wanted to exploit toxic minerals & materials which can't be
recycled in a clean manner
** No other electric car has been so mundane, & yet had so many problems with it, since the electric
car was first sold in the 1800's. There is nothing “novel” or “amazing” about the Tesla aside from dime
store parlor tricks for PR hype.
** More drunks have crashed Tesla's, than any other per capita car in the world, per volume of cars
made
** Elon Musk's co-founders, investors, partners, wives, investors, suppliers & employees have sued
him for being a fraud &, essentially, called him an "asshole" in court records.
** Elon Musk lied on this Department of Energy funding application and the Obama Administration
refuses to allow any federal employees or witnesses to testify to these facts in public due to the
devastating potential results of these facts.
** More owners of Tesla's have been found to cheat on their taxes, & be involved in abuse-based
divorces, than almost any other car brand owner. Tesla owners are bad people who rationalize their
poor life choices. Owning a Tesla is a red-flag for a tax audit!
** Elon Musk will lie, cheat & steal in order to self-aggrandize & glorify his egotistical mania. Musk
has been documented engaging in over 100 lies which were later proven to be false. He has spent tens
of millions of dollars to buy fake news about himself on Twitter, Facebook & Google because he is
such a mentally disturbed ego-maniac.
** None of Elon Musk's companies would exist if not for taxpayer funded handouts given to him by
corrupt politicians in exchange for illegal campaign finance deals with him & his investors.
** Google, & Tesla, who are financial & political partners, have both been caught spying on consumers
& manipulating Internet data in order to cover-up their complicity in huge political corruption & kickback deals
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** Musk took U.S. taxpayer dollars from the government & then hired cheap off-shore labor & fired
U.S. Union workers & domestic workers. He lied to & screwed the NUMMI workers that were
working at the Fremont plant.
** Musk has put over 18 surveillance devices in the Tesla. Anybody can hack those devices & monitor
you. WORSE YET, foreign agents have hacked the Tesla & taken over the controls & driven Tesla’s
into bystanders & over cliffs.
** When Erick Strickland was head of the NHTSA he was confronted about DOT safety cover-ups of
the Tesla to protect Obama. He quit 48 hours later. The DOT safety cover-ups to protect the Obama
campaign finance payola scheme continue to this day. Obama’s Gibbs, Emanual, Plouffe, Axelrod and
Carney quit within a week of being threatened with exposure.
** Tesla’s have had a large number of recalls but Elon Musk refuses to call them “recalls”. Tesla’s have
had multiple recalls for SEVERE safety dangers. DOT has been told this, in writing, for years, but
wont take action in order to protect Obama.
** Elon Musk is a bullshit artist who has no original ideas & wears black-turtle neck shirts (like
Elizabeth Homes) to try to create a “cult” around himself & convince the world that he is a “Jesus-like”
figure when, in fact, he is a clinical sociopath.
** Tesla is a severe public safety hazard that has been systematically covered up by corrupt politicians.
** Large numbers of Ex-CIA staff and In-Q-Tel spy staff work for Musk. Why does he need spies to
build cars?
** Tesla Motors batteries were promoted by those who wished to exploit the Afghanistan War for
personal profit by controlling the Afghan lithium mining fields. Kleiner Perkins and Draper Fisher
hyped the “...trillions of $ of lithium in Afghanistan.”
** Tesla Motors batteries blow up on their own.
** Tesla Motors batteries blow up when they get wet.
** Tesla Motors batteries fires cannot be put out by any common fire-fighting resources.
** Tesla Motors batteries set themselves on fire.
** Per Federal MSDS disclosure documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit cancer-causing vapors when
they burn.
** Tesla Motors Vehicles toxicity poison bystanders, nearby vehicular passengers, airline passengers in
planes carrying said batteries in their holds, & environments where such incidents occur.
** Tesla Motors batteries blow up when bumped by the same level of car incident that would,
otherwise, only dent a normal car bumper.
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** In an accident, when a Tesla rolls over, molten metal & plastic can drip on & burn the occupants
alive.
** Tesla has multiple sexual harassment and unsafe work-place lawsuits against the company.
** Per MSDS documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit brain damaging chemicals when they burn.
** Tesla is a stock pumping scam to profiteering on stock market peak manipulation at the expense of
taxpayers.
** Per MSDS documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit chemicals, burning, or not, that can damage an
unborn fetus.
** Per MSDS documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit chemicals that can cause lung damage.
** Per MSDS documents, Tesla Motors batteries emit chemicals that can cause liver damage.
** Per published lawsuits & news reports, the factories that make Tesla Motors batteries have been
charged with the deaths, & potentially fatal illness, of over 1000 workers & the poisoning of nearby
towns.
** Tesla Motors batteries become even more dangerous over time, particularly when tasked by electric
transportation systems like Hover-boards & Tesla's. The chemistry in a lithium ion battery changes to
become more unstable over time.
** Tesla Motors batteries were never designed to be used in automobiles. Tesla used non-automotive
batteries in one of the most dangerous configurations possible.
** Tesla Motors occupants experience higher EMF radiation exposure than gasoline vehicle occupants.
** Elon Musk's Space X vehicles & Tesla Motors vehicles have both had a higher-than-average number
of explosions. This has caused outside experts to doubt Musk's ability to place safety considerations
over his need for hyped-up PR.
** Leaked Sandia National Labs & FAA research videos dramatically demonstrate the unstoppable,
horrific, “re-percussive accelerating domino-effect” explosive fire effect of the Tesla Motors batteries.
** Tesla's own “Superchargers” & home 3-prong chargers have set Tesla's, homes & businesses on fire.
** Consumer rights groups contacted Erick Strickland, the head of the NHTSA, & charged him with a
cover-up. He quit days later. The NHTSA then issued a safety investigation request to Tesla Motors,
which would have more publicly exposed these dangers, but the safety investigation was never undertaken due to White House requests & lobbyist bribes, from Tesla, which got the investigation shut
down.
** NEPA regulations for the Tesla NUMMI factory in California & the Nevada Tesla “Gigafactory”
have been violated relative to environmental safety standards. See http://xyzcase.xyz for details.
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** Tesla Motors vehicles are not “Factory Built” “like Ford” builds cars, as Tesla professes. They are
hand built in small volumes & subjected to numerous defects. Blogs have documented hundreds of
defects, as listed by Tesla owners. Tesla has lost at least one LEMON CAR LAWSUIT for defective
manufacturing.
** Tesla's “showrooms” are often “pop-up” retail storefronts that are in tight-proximity retail centers,
putting it's neighbors at risk of total loss from fire damage.
** Tesla Motors vehicles have been hacked & taken over. Their doors, steering, listening devices &
navigation have been taken over by outside parties. Multiple Tesla have suddenly swerved off the road,
over cliffs & into other vehicles, killing bystanders & Tesla drivers.
** Three Tesla top engineers & two competing senior executives, all of whom had whistle-blown on
Tesla, who were in perfect health one day, suddenly died mysteriously the next day.
** Multiple employees, founders, investors, marital partners, suppliers & others have sued Tesla
Motors, &/or it's senior executives for fraud. Musk had nothing to do with creating Tesla. He ran a
hostile take-over of Tesla from the founders.
** In addition to suing him, many of his former staff & partners have described Musk as an “Arrogant
Prick”.
** Main-Stream Media (MSM) have agreed not to provide news coverage of the deadly defects of the
Tesla because the MSM are owned by the same politicians who own Tesla Motors. It is now legal to
sue The New York Times for hiding these deadly defects, though, particularly if your family member
was injured or killed because they covered-up the danger for political reasons.
** If you think the above bullet-points are bad there are over a 1000 more. Find the book “Is Elon
Musk A Fraud” online or visit https://stopelonfromfailingagain.com/ or thousands of other sites that
expose the truth about Musk & Tesla!

If you think these things are bad, send this document to the FBI, The FTC, The GAO, The SEC, The
FCC, U.S. Congress (they work for you and get paid, from your tax dollars, to help you). Also send this
to all of the independent news outlets and ask them for a written response to your question of: “What
are you going to do about this?”. Demand an answer and share your answer from them on social media!
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The Deaths
- All of the dead people below were connected to the suspects.
- Their deaths are mathematically fully outside the odds-of-coincidence. Forensic math says a large
number of them are murders.
- Family and friends of many of these deceased persons have publicly stated that they have “evidence
of murder” and that they feel a cover-up is under-way.
- While there is some cross-over, this list is different than the “Hillary Death List”.
- Emails and recordings from some of these people were provided to reporters, by some of them, in
advance of their deaths, after threats on their lives for whistle-blowing.
- These deaths are connected to a six trillion dollar embezzlement scam which uses state and federal
funds, via politically created crony insider deals. You have heard of this scam in the news reports about
the Solyndra FBI raid, the CBS TV 60 Minutes investigative videos called “The Cleantech Crash” and
“Congress: Trading stock on inside information”, Wikileaks, The Snowden Papers, The Sony Hack,
the Panama Papers and other major news coverage. California, Nevada, New York and Washington
Senators traded taxpayer cash for power and were supported by Silicon Valley billionaires in one of the
largest election-rigging and stock market fraud cases in U.S. History. Pelosi, Reed, Feinstein and Jerry
Brown were aware of these crimes. California's Kamala Harris was fully informed yet covered them up
to protect her friend Obama. James Comey was fired over these crimes.
- Many people believe that most of the people below were murdered because they had exposed the
trillions of dollars of Senator insider trading scams and the cover-up of this is still going on!
Partial List #2 – Revision 2.0 – Names in red have hard evidence available proving that they had a
whistle-blower or acrimonious relation with suspects.
- Seth Rich, Bernie Sanders advocate who witnessed incredible corruption inside the DNC and leaked
documents proving that corruption. He was then assassinated by being shot in the back and then died in
the hospital under the dare of associates of John Podesta.
- Beranton J. Whisenant Jr. Federal Prosecutor and Lead Attorney In Masssive DNC Voter Fraud
Case Found Dead Die Of Possible Gunshot Wound - He Was From ((( Debbie Wasserman Schultz's )))
District. He was investigating Debbie Wasserman Schultz for corruption.
- James D Johnston, GM lobbyist/key witness
- Rajeev Motwani taught Google how to Google. Suddenly, in perfect health, he was found floating
face-down, dead, in his Silicon Valley swimming pool. It helps certain people that he can no longer
talk.
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- Gary D. Conley was the CleanTech competitor to, and whistle-blower on, the suspects. He was
suddenly found with a bullet in his head behind Beale Air Force base. It helps certain people that he can
no longer talk.
- Google programmer Forrest Hayes, who worked on Google search engine rigging, was suddenly
found dead with the story that “he was overdosed by a Google hooker on his sex yacht”.
- Google associate and Tesla Investments founder Ravi Kumar was aslso killed by a hooker.
- Deep Google investor VC liaison and husband of Facebook executive Cheryl Sandberg, Dave
Goldberg was suddenly found dead with a hole is his head. The “official” story is that he was the first
person in history to be killed by his treadmill.
- David Bird was the Wall Street Journal energy reporter who was working on a story that involved
Cleantech energy connections of some of the suspects. He was working on a story about who
controlled the modern energy industry and cleantech.He went for a walk and was found a long time
later, dead, floating in a pond. It helps certain people that he can no longer talk.
- One Andrew Breitbart was a famous blogger, who railed on the web about the political
manipulations of the suspects. Suddenly, he had a "heart attack" in his shower and died. It helps certain
people that he can no longer talk on the blogs. Died of a massive heart attack, walking outside late at
night, alone, in the dark approximately one week before he was to produce tapes of Obama's extremist
activities in college. More speculation: Breitbart: "Wait 'Til They See What Happens March 1st",
Breitbart's Footage Shows Obama 'Palling Around' With Terrorists..... Sheriff Joe Arpaio: I Spoke with
Andrew Breitbart Shortly Before he Died ......An Eyewitness Speaks Out About Andrew Breitbart's
Death Scene... Breitbart's skin color described as bright red. ... Was Andrew Breitbart
assassinated?...More murder speculation: Was Andrew Breitbart Murdered?..........Coroner: Breitbart
Died of Heart Failure...* Christopher Lasseter, Dissapears.....witness to Breitbart's death vanishes
-Follows suspicious demise of member of coroner's team (possibly in hiding to avoid reporters), ....
Breitbart witness: He dropped like sack of bricks Describes 'thick white band' around forehead at
death ; Ex-CIA Agent Claims Obama Killed Breitbart and Clancy (story also linked here ) ; Ex-CIA
Agent Claims Obama Had Breitbart and Clancy Killed ; Brandon Walker interviews Doctor Jim
Garrow, philanthropist and worker for one of the largest non-profit organizations on the planet to save
female children from slaughter in China.. states he knows that President Obama ordered the murders of
Tom Clancy and Andrew Breitbart (Audio) Michael Cormier - respected forensic technician for the
Los Angeles County Coroner died under suspicious circumstances at his North Hollywood home April
20, the same day Andrew Breitbart’s cause of death was finally made public. Medical examiners in
Los Angeles are investigating the possible poisoning death......Conspiracy theorists cry foul after
Andrew Breitbart's 'coroner' dies of arsenic poisoning- ....Police Debunk Theories Linking Breitbart,
L.A. Coroner Tech Deaths ; No Answers in Death of Technician Linked to Andrew Breitbart: Killed by
high amounts of arsinic in his system ; Breitbart's Coroner Murdered. News From LA
- Karl Slym, with Tata Motors was involved in a car deal with some of the suspects for one of the
biggest Indian auto-makers. Suddenly he was a stain on the sidewalk, accomplished by his fall from the
top of a skyscraper hotel. It helps certain people that he can no longer talk.
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- Doug Bourn, The senior electrical engineer at Tesla (Google's covert partner), Andrew Ingram of
Palo Alto, a top systems electrical engineer at Tesla; and Brian M. Finn the senior manager of
interactive electronics, at Tesla, had deep knowledge of financial misdeeds and technical cover-ups at
Tesla Motors. They were key parts of the Tesla operation. For some reason, they all got into a private
airplane, in perfect health, and then the airplane plowed into the ground, killing all three at once. It
helps certain people that they can no longer talk. They wrote, and helped describe, in Tesla's own
federal patent filings, the fact that Tesla's batteries would kill you, maim you and/or burn your house
down. Tesla did not realize this when they paid the federal patent filing fees. When Tesla, later realized
this, they were forced to give all of their patents away for free. These three senior engineers had deep
inside knowledge of the Tesla Motors operations. Their aircraft suffered an "Engineering failure".
- The health director who approved the release of President Obama’s birth certificate has died in a
plane crash: Loretta Fuddy. She was one of the few people who could confirm data on the certificate.
- Stanley Meyer - Hydrogen car developer whose technology would have obsoleted Tesla Motors
lithium ion battery
- Danny Lewin, Creator of Bulk Internet at Akamai. The Architect and Builder of the Internet Tracking
System- Plane Crash 9/11
- John Wheeler - Washington DC- Drugged, escaped, recaptured, murdered. former presidential and
Pentagon aide John Wheeler III was found in a Delaware garbage dump. Wheeler's cell phone
discovered - Cause of death released in Wheeler case, blunt force trauma -- Wheeler's cell phone found
in a taxi -- His family wants information - John Wheeler was assassinated by a hitman in a targeted
killing, his widow has claimed - Who killed Jack Wheeler? ; John Wheeler III Murdered for
Threatining to Expose US Military Test of Poison Gas?
- Ashley Turton, wife of White House liaison Daniel Turton. wife of the Obama administration's
House of Representatives liaison, Dan Turton, was found dead in a burning car Monday morning , Roll
Call and other news outlets are reporting. Fire officials said it appeared the car crashed as it was pulling
in or out of the garage behind a rowhouse in the Capitol Hill neighborhood of Washington, D.C., at
about 5 a.m. Neighbors dialed 911 after spotting the fire. The body was discovered after fire crews
doused the blaze. The fire also charred part of the garage. Nobody in the house was injured, fire
officials said. Ashley Turton worked as a lobbyist for the utility giant Progress Energy, according to
Politico. She was a former staffer for U.S. Rep. Rosa DeLauro , D-Conn. The Rahm Emanuel
Connection to the Deceased Ashley Turton, -- The ATF investigates - Ashley Turton Crashed Under the
Influence
- David Werner, Former Member of the Capitol Steps
- ACLU figure Larry Frankel found dead in Washington creek
- Josh Burdette, Washington DC’s, 9:30 Club manager
- Kam Kuwata, Washington, DC. Kam Kuwata - was found dead inside his Venice home after
friend — concerned that they had not heard from him for a few days — alerted police. Political
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consultant in California. Democratic insider. Possibly the Obama consultant referred to in the
Ulsterman Report: Alledgedly viewed bizarre drug induced behavior from Obama during the the 2008
campaign.: "The Troubling Timeline".... The Death of a Political Operative – The Troubling
Timeline… (UPDATED)
- Michael Hastings- Reporter. Michael Hastings: Rolling Stone Journalist, Author Believed to be
Dead in Hollywood Crash... known for his interview of Gen. Stanley McCrystal: Michael Hastings
death: Coroner still hasn't ID'd badly burned victim: Picture of the burned out car ; autopsy results will
take weeks; Video report .. was covering a story about the defense dept. and Hollyood... nervous
wreck ; Michael Hastings, journalist who helped bring down US general, dies at 33 ; WikiLeaks Claims
Michael Hastings Told Them FBI Was Investigating Him Hours Before He Died ; Hastings' death in
fiery car crash is just the latest in a growing list of dead investigative journos ; Michael Hastings'
Chilling Final Story....-->"Why Democrats Love to Spy on Americans" ; Michael Hastings researching
Jill Kelley case before death ; Hastings "Boston Brakes" Killing a Warning? ; FBI says journalist
Michael Hastings was not under investigation ; Michael Hastings "CAUGHT ON TAPE" Running
Red-Light Seconds Before Crash ; Journalist Michael Hastings Dies in Fiery Crash / Hollywood RAW
FOOTAGE ; Hastings Sent Colleagues Email Hours Before Crash ; Was Michael Hastings' Car
Hacked? Richard Clarke Says It's Possible ; Journalist Michael Hastings' Body Cremated by
Authorities Against Family's Wishes (Video) ; Hackers Reveal Nasty New Car Attacks--With Me
Behind The Wheel (Video) ; MICHAEL HASTINGS CRASH CAUGHT ON SURVEILLANCE
CAMERA ; Bush advisor: Hastings crash 'consistent with a car cyberattack' ; Group sues FBI for
records after Michael Hastings' mysterious death ; Report: Michael Hastings Was Investigating CIA
Director John Brennan ; CIA Director Brennan Confirmed as Reporter Michael Hastings Next Target ;
Coroner Classifies Michael Hastings' Death As Accidental ; Coronor: Drugs in Hastings' system. Was
Bipolar ; Rolling Stone journalist feared prior to crash his car was tampered with: Report ; Mystery
grows: Journalist died prepping Obama exposé Major probe tied to agent suspected of sanitizing
president's passport records ; Who Killed Michael Hastings? ; Why Was the FBI Investigating Michael
Hastings’ Reporting on Bowe Bergdahl? - see Nachumlist file "Bad Bergdahl Bargain" ; Hastings'
article in 'Rolling Stone on Bergdail: America's Last Prisoner of War (June 2012) ; Michael
Hastings: CIA Director John Brennan Appears On Fox News Sunday – And Missing Historical Puzzle
Pieces Simultaneously Fall Into Place….
- Jody Sherman
- Aaron Swartz – Silicon Valley insider running investigation research. Aaron Swartz: 26-year-old
genius, computer prodigy, co-creator of RSS and Reddit, commits suicide after Obama DOJ
harassment; 'kill list' critic ; Attorney for Aaron Swartz: Prosecutors' Arguments Were "Disingenuous
and Contrived" ; Aaron Swartz dead; was this brilliant internet revolutionary 'taken out?'( disclose tv )
The cause of death is currently unconfirmed. : The father of information activist Aaron Swartz blames
US prosecutors for his son’s death: Aaron Was Killed By The Gov't ; Aaron Swartz' suicide raises
questions for Eric Holder and the Justice Dept. ; Issa, Cummings press Holder for answers about Aaron
Swartz trial ; Aaron Swartz files reveal how FBI tracked internet activist ; Daryl Issa (on Twitter): Very
concerning allegations about DOJ's handling of Aaron Swartz case on pg. 67-68 of MIT Report ;
Documents show Secret Service kept tab of Swartz ; First 100 Pages of Aaron Swartz's Secret Service
File Released
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- Ilya Zhitomirskiy, 22-year old a co-founder of the start-up social network Diaspora, which has been
described as the "anti-Facebook" for its emphasis on personal privacy and decentralized data collection.
Friends and associates of Mr. Zhitomirskiy said there were indications of suicide.
- Jeff Joe Black: Found dead on a hiking trail from "blunt force trauma to the head": Chicago activist
who claimed that Emmanuel was put into place in Chicago to oversee a coming false flag event.
- Robin Copeland, 46, 11/4/2011: former Energy Department official who took part in several
significant disarmament programs, died suddenly
- Dominic Di-Natale; Veteran Fox News correspondant in the middle east, committed suicide; covered
the Arab Spring, Egypt, fall of Libya and Benghazi Fox News journalist Dominic Di-Natale dead at
43 ; I debated whether to repost this (I taped this in February 2013) ….and decided that I would like
you to know my good friend and colleague Dominic Di-Natale …this is tough for many of us at Fox
News (Greta Van Sustern Interview) ; Mysterious Death of Obama Critic and Reporter on Bin Laden’s
Death and Ferguson Labeled Suicide
- Tyler Drumheller; CIA Figure in Hillary Clinton Email Scandal Dies at 63 ; Tyler Drumheller, CIA
officer who exposed U.S. reliance on discredited Iraq source ‘Curveball,’ dies at 63
- Bill Gwatney, a close friend of Bill and Hillary Clinton and a Clinton super delegate at an upcoming
convention in Denver and was fatally shot in 2008. Shooter had a post-it note with a mystery phone
number. Did Obama Assassinate Clinton delegates? Bill Gwatney and Stephanie Tubbs Jones? Video:
Bill Gwatney Murder Linked to Obama
- Lieutenant Quarles Harris Jr.- A key witness in a federal probe into passport information stolen
from the State Department was fatally shot in front of a District church. Obama's Passport Breach:
Unanswered Questions, and an Unsolved Murder : Harris worked for a security firm run by John
Brennan, later to be a terrorism advisor to Obama. Listed as a detail in Youtube video "Shocking
Secrets and Verifiable Facts about Barack Obama the MSM Refuses to Report" (at approx. 22 minutes
in the video); Was an employee of John Brennan when murdered. John Brennan confirmed to head
CIA.
- Barnaby Jack: Hacker found dead days before he was to demonstrate how to hack a pacemaker.
Claimed to have hacked White House.
- Stephanie Tubbs Jones: found brain dead in 2008. Democratic Rep. Stephanie Tubbs Jones of
Cleveland, a super delegate and one of Hillary Clinton’s most prominent black supporters, was found in
her car unconscious Also: Did Obama Assassinate Clinton Delegates? Additional: Hollywood
Producer Bettina Viviano: Bill Clinton Directly Told Me Barack Obama Not Eligible - ....Caucus death
threats (audio)... also reported by Jerome Corsi at WND: Hillary supporter's untold Obama horror
stories Allegations of intimidation, manipulation, sudden death
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- David Koschman, Mudered in a Chicago Rush Street brawl by Richard J. “R.J.” Vanecko, a nephew
of Mayor Daley and White House Chief of Staff Bill Daley- Homicide case involving Daley nephew
closed without charges , Witness to Killing Involving Daley Nephew: Deceased Didn't Start It
- Robert McKeon: founder of private-equity firm Veritas Capital, dies Sept. 10, 2012 of suicide;
General Dynamics bought company in August 2011 to expand influence into Obamacare IT
- Alex Okrent: -Apparently found dead at Obama's campaign headquarters in Chicago. Witnesses say
he collapsed, found dead after. Okrent had long been a staffer back the Obama 2004 U.S. senate
campaign, on staff for eight years. Parents immediately say the cause of death was "heart attack", but
no autopsy was yet performed. Medical examiner said the cause of death was "inconclusive". Internet
recornds have been scrubbed. Twitter account timeline also makes no mention of his work for Obama:
Okrent Twitter file (on Twitter). - Speculation as to whether he was a witness to an Obama gay
connection: Who Is Dead Obama Staffer Alex Okrent? Youtube video: Who is Dead Obama Staffer
Alex Okrent? Part 1 .........-Part 2 ; Autopsy Inconclusive for Obama Campaign Worker Who
Collapsed at Chicago Campaign HQ ; Gay opinion piece...-Alex Okrent: Equality is a Moral
Equivalent; What Do Colorado Shooter James Holmes And Obama Staffer Alex Okrent Have In
Common?....no digital footprint on the internet; Was Obama Staffer Alex Okrent Murdered Because he
was Going to Expose Obama's Anti-Israel Ties?
- Seth Rich, Supposed leaker of Podesta and Clinton emails. Seth Conrad Rich : DNC Staffer;
Democratic National Committee staffer killed in Washington, D.C. shooting ; WIkileaks Offers $20K
Reward for Information on Murder of DNC Staffer Seth Rich ; Julian Assange on Seth Rich
- Rafael Prieto: Secret service apparent suicide under investigation: D.C., police are investigating the
apparent suicide of a U.S. Secret Service supervisory agent assigned to President Obama's security
detail. -Was under investigation for going to prostitutes; Secret Service agent kills self amid affair
probe....Prieto’s apparent cause of death was carbon monoxide poisoning
- Keith Ratliff; ..was well known for a series of videos he produced on Youtube, known as
"FPSRussia," in which various high-powered firearms were demonstrated. Found with a single shot in
the head - Two gun makers killed in two days, and no answers (Photos) ; Partner YouTube video-maker
FPSRussia Home Raided by ATF
- Justice Antonin Scalia ; Supreme Court Justice Scalia dies ; Obama “Thrilled” Over Justice Scalia’s
Death… ; Ranch Owner Recalls Finding Justice Antonin Scalia’s Body ; Cibolo Creek Ranch owner
recalls Scalia’s last hours in Texas-..We discovered the judge in bed, a pillow over his head. His bed
clothes were unwrinkled," said Poindexter.; The death of Antonin Scalia: Chaos, confusion and
conflicting reports ; Presidio County Judge Cinderela Guevara, a Democrat, acknowledged that she
pronounced Scalia dead by phone, without seeing his body. ; Justice Scalia Dies At Ranch Resort
Owned By Democrat Party Donor & Obama Award Winner ; Scalia's Death Spares Unions From
Losing Political Power; Scalia's Death Spares Unions From Losing Political Power ; Antonin Scalia
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Conspiracy Theories: Top 5 Questions About His Death ; ´Rest in paradise, Pop-Pop´: Scalia´s
grandson leads family tributes as doctor reveals he had high blood pressure, heart problems and was
too weak for surgery ; Justice Scalia Was Found Dead With A Pillow Over His Head, And His Body
Was Just Cremated, Destroying Any Chance Of An Autopsy ; Obama-Poindexter pics fuel Scalia
suspicions 'Conspiracy? That will be for you the readers to decide' ; (Michael Savage) WAS SCALIA
MURDERED? ; Was Scalia murdered? Forget "conspiracy theory." This is real. ; Detectives question
lack of autopsy in Scalia death ; Obama skipping Scalia funeral to golf? 'The president will pay his
respects at the Supreme Court on Friday'; Scalia's son calls the conspiracy theories about his dad's
death a 'hurtful distraction' ; US Justice Scalia Had Secret Texas Meeting With Obama Hours Before
His Death ; Report: Sheriff was told he had no authority in Scalia death ; Justice Scalia spent his last
hours with members of this secretive society of elite hunters ; Timeline of Events Surrounding Scalia's
Death ; Chief justice rejects plea to block air pollution rule (rumor why Justice Scalia was removed) ;
Justice Antonin Scalia: 3 DAYS b4 Scalia died this Podesta email was sent, using the term
"wetworks" - exclusively used in Military meaning "assassination" ; Wikileaks exposes the
Assassination of Scalia and it could bring down the Clintons and the Democratic Party
- SEAL Team 6: Helicoptor shot down by terrorists. Possibly given location by infiltrators. Obama
rules of engagement possibly lead to deaths. Father of fallen SEAL begs for military officer to tell the
truth about "criminal" rules of engagement ; The deaths of Seal Team Six ...who never would fly an
entire company in one helicopter alone. UNBELIEVABLE: 'More Than 20 Navy SEALS From The
Unit That Killed Osama Bin Laden' Die In Helicopter Crash ; 31 US troops, mostly elite Navy SEALs,
killed in Afghanistan 7 Afghan commandos also die in attack; SEALs were from same unit but not
same team that killed Osama bin Laden ; Navy SEAL Team 6 Families To Reveal Government's
Culpability In Death Of Their Sons ; OUTRAGE! Obama Administration Allowed Radical Cleric to
Curse US Navy SEAL Heroes at Funeral Services (Video) ; TrentoVision 5.9.13 - Navy SEAL
Extortion 17 EXPOSED - Obama Failures ; SEAL Team Six Parents Demand Obama Answer For
Funeral Desecration ; UNANSWERED QUESTIONS PLAGUE SEAL TEAM 6 LOSSES Lawsuit
claims Navy used for White House effort to 'coddle Islamist fundamentalists' ; Congress to probe lethal
SEAL crash ; The unexplained ambush of Navy SEAL Team Six ; A Scandal Bigger Than Benghazi? ;
SEAL Team 6 families' suspicions of gov't grow 'I believe someone on their side definitely made a deal
with somebody on our side' ; SEAL's Parents: Obama's Rules Of Engagement Killing Our Troops ; Did
SEAL Team 6 die in Afghanistan to give Obama good publicity? [VIDEO] ; Michael Savage: SEAL
Team Six was set up, murdered in Afghanistan ; Senator: SEAL Team 6 At Risk After OPM Hack ;
Obama stonewalls probe into deadly SEAL Team 6 helicopter crash, watchdog says Brett D. Shadle:
SEAL, Special Warfare Operator Chief ; Member of SEAL Team 6 killed, another SEAL injured in
parachute accident
- Holiyah Soetoro Sobah, aka Lia Soetoro, Obama’s adopted sister: died under mysterious, sudden,
and unusual circumstances just as she was getting ready to be reunited with her childhood companion
and adopted brother. She spoke of many specific incidences in the household, where she grew up with
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"Barry" in Indonesia. She saved many items that Barry used during childhood. She was looking
forward to seeing him, because she’d seen him on TV and was told that was “Barry”, her little brother;
however, Lia had reservations about it and so was anticipating seeing the scars he had from falling out
of the mango tree and the limp she said he walked with. That was not to be because she up and died.
Read about it here and watch video of here........PDF document from a web site of the Consulate
General of the Republic of Indonesia appears to confirm a relationship between Lia and Barack
Hussein Obama. Update On The Sudden Death Of Obama’s Sister Lia Soetoro: Information From The
Consulate General Of The Republic Of Indonesia.
- Ambassador Chris Stevens: (Also see the Nachumlist: "Benghazi-Gate" file ) Killed by a mob in
Libya. The Obama administration ignored warnings two days prior to the attacks. Hillary Clinton
made the decision not to post Marines. New now comes out that Stevens was gay: meaning that
Obama sent a publicly gay man to be an ambassador in a Muslim country. Obama skipped intel
meetings for days leading up to the attacks despite credible information of the attacks. Video: Libyan
democratic party spokesman: amb christopher stevens was a muslim (Statement that Ambassador
Chris Stevens was a Muslim is made between 1:00 & 1:20); Col. David Hunt: "State Department just
allowed our guys to get killed" : Glenn Beck video: Stevens was a CIA operative and weapons dealerGlenn Beck "the Blaze TV" 9-17-12 US arms terrorists in Middle East? ; Report: Terrorist Behind
Ambassador Murder 'Ally of Sorts' to Obama Admin ; Report: Murdered Ambassador Knew He Was
On Al Qaeda Hit List ; Video of Stevens Murder: What Really Happened- Video which some news
outlets claimed had showed Libyans trying to save Ambassador Stevens turns out to show the
opposite.; Clinton: 'No Info' Amb. Stevens Was on al Qaeda 'Hit List' ; Evidence mounts that al-Qaida
group killed US ambassador to Libya ; Obama Politicizes The Sacrifices Of The SEALs - Again ; Did
Hillary Clinton send a gay ambassador to Libya as intentional provocation? ; CNN obtains journal of
slain ambassador, reportedly goes against his family’s wishes ; Anderson Cooper admits that CNN
found slain American ambassador's journal inside U.S. consulate in Libya and 'secretly' used it in
reporting ; Obama Went to Bed While Consulate was Under Siege ; CNN Hid Knowledge of Libya
Ambassador Diary For Days ; Report: State Dept Left Consulate Unsecured Days After Ambassador
Murder ; Prior attacks on the embassy...Flashback: Bomb targets U.S. mission in Libya's Benghazi ;
US Consulate in Libya Bombed Twice in Run-Up to 9/11 Attack, Ambassador Known Target
(+video) ; Obama to UN: It's Not My Fault Stevens is Dead ; Obama Administration Knew Libya
Attack Was Terrorism Within 24 Hours ; Obama Administration Deleted State Dept. Memo From
Internet After Discovering Al-Qaeda Was Behind Benghazi Attack ; Christopher Stevens, U.S.
ambassador to Libya, dead body. No bruises on face.; Despite looting of the embassy and the loss of
sensitive documents, CNN finds Stevens' diary. ; Benghazi: The Unanswered Question- what lapses on
the part of the Obama/Clinton State Department made his murder sickeningly easy?; In Libya, Security
Was Lax Before Attack That Killed U.S. Ambassador, Officials Say ; Did the White House order a
cover-up over the murder of Libya's US Ambassador? ; Report: Obama Admin Rejected Military
Intervention in Benghazi During Attack ; Benghazigate: Obama Chose Not to Save Ambassador
Stevens' Life ; Was Ambassador Stevens' death a hit? ; Mother of Slain State Dept. Official Tired of
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Being Lied To and Stonewalled by Obama Administration ; Benghazi Attack Was Botched Kidnapping
To Trade Blind Sheik... and arranged by Obama? ; Obama Arranged Benghazi Trip That Resulted In
Murder Of US AMB Chris Stevens; ... Stevens in possession of death certificate of Osama Bin Laden?,
- OBL died in 2001? ; CIA operators were denied request for help during Benghazi attack, sources
say: .....Denied 3 Times ; John McCain: Obama Administration has Classified Benghazi Surveillance
Tapes Top Secret ; Obama avoids question on whether Americans in Libya were denied requests for
help ; Why Did CIA Director Petraeus Suddenly Resign … And Why Was the U.S. Ambassador to
Libya Murdered? : (Ann Barnhardt) Proof Benghazi was Murder of Stevens: "Hillary (Clinton) began
pushing the fake "protests against a video blaspheming the prophet" BEFORE WOODS AND
DOHERTY WERE KILLED. Per the story below, the Associated Press first published a story on
Hillary's official statement on Benghazi at 10:58pm Eastern, which means that the State Department
must have released it BEFORE 10:58 pm EDT. Which means that is was actually written and
composed hours before that. State Department press releases in the Secretary of State's name aren't
written and released without all kinds of "approvals" and process. And this statement is written in
nuanced prose, referencing "religious tolerance" and all kinds of bullshit. It isn't a flash bulletin. It was
thought out, long and hard. Doherty and Woods were killed by mortar fire between 11:14 and 11:26
pm EDT. Here is the citation link." ; Lindsey Graham: Hillary Clinton 'got away with murder' ; The
secret war behind Benghazi A stealth campaign of assassinations, run by CIA nominee John Brennan,
resulted in the death of the US ambassador, a new book claims...- Claim that secret war ran behind the
back of Gen. Patreus ; Video: The John Brennan puzzle is slowly being pieced together: Stevens
recruited by Hillary Clinton to run guns to Syria from Libya ; Ambassador Chris Stevens didn’t have to
die in Benghazi – The real story of what led to his death on 9/11: Book Benghazi: The Definitive
Report ; More evidence of slain U.S. ambassador's secret activities ; Is Muslim Brotherhood working
together with Amb. Chris Stevens' assassin? ; 15 Benghazi Eyewitnesses “Unable” to Testify- :
Because they're dead RELATED: Colonel Ibrahim al-Senussi Akila- was shot to death in his car, in
downtown Benghazi. ; Ali Ani al Harzi was killed in a U.S. airstrike in Mosul; Why Was a Key
Benghazi Suspect Free?
- Sarah Kershaw, Former Times Reporter, Dies at 49 ; Former NYC journalist Sarah Kershaw found
dead in Dominican Republic, told friends she planned to end her life ; Sharing Their Demons on the
Web ; NY Times Reporter Murdered in Dominican Republic Spoke about Psychotronic Warfare and
MK-ULTRA ; NY Times Reporter Found Dead After Exposing MKUltra ; Occipital Neuralgia
- Mikhail Lesin, a close ally of The Kremlin and the man credited with “inspiring” the creation of
Russia Today, was found dead on an “upper floor” in the hote ; Putin's Multi-Millionaire Media Mogul
Dies Of Mysterious "Heart Attack" In Luxury
- Gareth Williams: Clinton secrets hacked by spy in bag- THE MI6 spy found dead in a holdall had
illegally hacked into secret data on Bill Clinton ; MI6 spy found in holdall 'hacked into secret data
about Bill Clinton' ; Spy found dead in a bag 'had infuriated his MI6 bosses by illegally hacking into
secret US data on Bill Clinton' (Also see the Hillary Clinton Dead Pool)
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- Stephen Ivens FBI special agent : Body Found. Worked in counter terrorism. Is the FBI
Investigating Obama? Video: What Really Happened To FBI Special Agent Stephen Ivens ? ; FBI
Agent Fleeing Massive Manhunt Warns "They’re All Insane" : Speculation of a 'False Flag' operation
such as Operation Northwoods. Shortly before his death: Donald Sachtleben, former FBI agent,
arrested on child pornography charges. Note: Two Hikers happened to find Ivens' body, but over 100
FBI agents could not.
- Bob Simon, CBS Correspondant; '60 Minutes' correspondent Bob Simon dies in car accident ; : Bob
Simon's final 60 Minutes report airs: Ebola treatment story was finished on the day he died in tragic
crash and was produced by his beloved daughter Tanya. Helped 60 Minutes create the CLEANTECH
CRASH segment and was working on follow-up segment idea.
- Don Pyle, wife, 4 realatives: missing after home fire. Fire guts Annapolis mansion; cybersecurity
exec Don Pyle, wife, 4 relatives feared inside; Technology tycoon, wife and their four grandchildren
confirmed dead in 'suspicious' fire at $9million Annapolis waterfront mansion - as police probe ruins
for the hallmarks of arson: Donald Pyle is chief operating officer of ScienceLogic, a Reston-based
cybersecurity company that monitors networks for private and government clients, including the
Pentagon. The company last year announced a partnership with L-3 Data Tactics of McLean to bring
“big data” monitoring to the U.S. intelligence community and federal government.
Dead Bankers: Alex Lagowitz, Banker plunges to his death after eating magic mushrooms
Dead Bankers: Michael Tabacchi, wife Denise Iran Pars Tabacchi: Baby son found abandoned in
house as newly-married couple are found stabbed to death in murder-suicide ; Was an "Associate for JP
Morgan Global Custody"; Another JPMorgan Banker Dies After Murder-Suicide: Chokes Wife, Stabs
Himself To Death
Dead Bankers: (same event that took the life of Eric Vandercar) Joseph Nadol, Eric Vandercar,
Aditya Tomar, Walter Liedtke, Robert Dirks ; Six People Died in a Fiery NY Train Crash Packed
with 400 People… 3 Were Top Investment Bankers
Dead Bankers: Eric Vandercar, Dies in Rail Crash, 53, a married father-of-two, was named as the
first of the train passengers who died ; 'She was not careless': Friends defend mother of three whose
SUV got stuck on tracks and caused NY train crash that killed five, as witnesses describe waiting for
her to reverse before tragedy struck ; Eric Vandercar, Morgan Stanley Veteran, Dies in Crash
Dead Bankers: Chris Van Eeghen; "Cheerful" Dutch Financier Becomes 4th ABN Amro Banker
Suicide
Dead Bankers, Pierre Wauthier: Senior boss at insurance giant Zurich is found dead in his apartment
; Suicide Banker's Widow Blasts Alleged "Cover-Up", Asks "Unbecoming Questions"
Dead Bankers: Valery Morozov ;: Banker dies after becoming impaled on railings in 60ft fall from
central London home ; Was death plunge tycoon murdered by Russian gangsters who stitched him up
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for his fortune? Dissident claims mafia helped Scot Young hide £400m from his divorced wife then
refused to give it back
Dead Bankers: Geert Tack, a private banker for ING who managed portfolios for wealthy individuals,
"Riddles" Surround 36th Dead Banker Of The Year
Dead Bankers: Shawn D. Miller, 42, Citigroup environmental policy expert, Banker found dead with
throat slit in apparent suicide: cops
Dead Bankers: Calogero Gambino, Another Deutsche Bank executive commits suicide ; Another
Deutsche Banker And Former SEC Enforcement Attorney Commits Suicide
Dead Bankers: Thierry Leyne, a French-Israeli banker and partner of Dominique Strauss-Kahn,
Banker Suicides Return: DSK's Hedge Fund Partner Jumps From 23rd Floor Apartment
Dead Bankers: Nicholas Valtz, Goldman Sachs Managing Director Nicholas Valtz Found Dead
Dead Bankers: Julian Knott, JPMorgan Executive "Blasts Wife, Kills Self" With Shotgun
Dead Bankers : Andrew Jarzyk, Body of missing New Jersey jogger, banker found in Hudson River:
family
Dead Bankers: An employee of the Bred-Banque Populaire, 52-year-old female banker at France's
Bred-Banque-Populaire, 52 Year-Old French Banker Jumps To Her Death In Paris (After Questioning
Her Superiors)
Dead Bankers: Li Jianhua, director of China's Banking Regulatory Commission; Banker Death
'Epidemic' Spreads To China
Dead Bankers: Paribas Fortis, BNP Banker, His Wife And Nephew Murdered In Belgium
Dead Bankers: Juergen Frick, CEO of local financial institution Bank Frick & Co. AG, CEO Of
Liechtenstein Bank Frick Murdered
Dead Bankers: Jan Peter Schmittmann, his wife and a daughter: ABN Amro Ex-CEO Found Dead
; Ex-ABN Amro CEO Killed Family Before Hanging Himself
Dead Bankers: Huibert Gerard Boumeester; former chief financial officer of Dutch bank ABN
Amro found dead with shotgun wounds near his home in Surrey, ABN Amro Ex-CEO Found Dead
Dead Bankers: Kenneth Bellando , 28-Year Old Former JPMorgan Banker Jumps To His Death,
Latest In Series Of Recent Suicides
Dead Bankers: Joseph A. Giampapa, Another JP Morgan Banker Dead; JP Morgan bankruptcy
lawyer killed in hit & run ; Cyclist, 56, struck by minivan in Piqua
Dead Bankers: Edmund (Eddie) Reilly, 47, a trader at Midtown’s Vertical Group: Trader kills self in
finance world’s latest suicide
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Does Obama murder people?...Interview with Dr. Jim Garrow details support and threats he's
received: "Obama does kill people" (audio) ;Blogger overhears intel officials saying NSA leaker should
be 'disappeared' ( See Obama and Your Privacy) : Code name 'Verax': Snowden, in exchanges with Post
reporter, made clear he knew risks- The U.S. intelligence community, he wrote, "will most certainly kill
you if they think you are the single point of failure that could stop this disclosure and make them the
sole owner of this information."
Dead Bankers: Jason Alan Salais, Another Sudden Death of JPMorgan Worker: 34-Year Old Jason
Alan Salais,
Dead Bankers: Autumn Radtke, CEO of Bitcoin, Bitcoin Claims Its First "Real" Victim ; American
Bitcoin exchange CEO found dead in her Singapore home after suspected suicide at age 28
Dead Bankers: James Steward Jr., Former National Bank of Commerce CEO, Another "Successful
Banker" Found Dead
Dead Bankers: Does The Trail Of Dead Bankers Lead Somewhere? ... Do recent events tie into the
deaths? China selling off U.S. Treasuries, Buying Gold, Soros betting on a huge market fail....
Dead Bankers: Li; Second JPMorgan Banker Jumps To His Death: Said To Be 33 Year Old Hong
Kong FX Trader
Dead Bankers: Ryan Henry Crane; Another JPMorgan Banker Dies, 37 Year Old Executive Director
Of Program Trading ; Crane was an Executive Director in JPM's Global Program Trading desk ; JP
Morgan Vice President's Death in London Shines Light on Banks close Ties with CIA ; JP Morgan
Executive Becomes 5th Banker to Die in Last 2 Weeks
Dead Bankers: Richard Talley, founder and CEO of American Title, was found dead in his home
from self-inflicted wounds - from a nail-gun. ; 4th Financial Services Executive Found Dead; "From
Self-Inflicted Nail-Gun Wounds" ; Under investigation, American Title CEO dead in grisly suicide ;
"Nail Gun Suicide" Banker's Firm Probed Over Missing Millions
Dead Bankers: Mike Dueker: Russell Investments' Chief Economist (and former Fed economist);
Third Banker, Former Fed Member, "Found Dead" Inside A Week ; Another American banker commits
suicide as New Mexico family demand answers over workload of banking executive who jumped to his
death in London ; Subud cult and a World Bank? "A Bank for Mankind" ; Subud, Obama and Laurel
Canyon rock hits - a connection? (also possible CIA links with Rubin, Geitner)
Dead Bankers: Gabriel Magee, JP Morgan Banker & William "Bill" Broeksmit, Duetch Bank
Senior Manager: (under working theories); Two London Bankers commit suicide on the same day ;
Suicides come on the same day as Obama's State of the Union address where he proposes government
guaranteed retirement accounts offered through the US Treasury; State of the Union 2014: Obama touts
'MyRA' retirement savings proposal ; Deutsche Bank-er Explains Why He Committed Suicide
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Dead Bankers: Tim Dickenson, a U.K.-based communications director at Swiss Re AG, also died last
month, although the circumstances surrounding his death are still unknown.; London rocked by City
suicides
Dead Bankers: Other financial industry deaths/missing persons possibly related? - Exposing what lies
beneath the bodies of dead bankers and what lies ahead for us -->Missing Wall Street Journal Journalist
David Bird, and Car Executive (suicide) Karl Slym; writer Doug Hagmann makes the case for "house
cleaning" by connecting JP Morgan and Deutsche Bank, together with The White House, CIA and the
NYPD to hide global criminal activity. Hagmann makes the assertion of a massive global banking
conspiracy with transcends multuple administrations. Karl Slym was connected to Tata Motors and
Deutsche Bank, while David Bird was reporting on market manipulation of commodity markets.
Dead Bankers: The Krim Children: CNBC Exec’s Children Murdered, 1 Day After CNBC Reports
$43 Trillion Bankster Lawsuit ; Police: Nanny stabbed herself upon mother's arrival ; Screen Shot of
original CNBC Article : Another source for article: ...Targets of Spire Law Group; Law Suit
Documents ; Book; "Bankster Chronicles"
The list grows longer every month...
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The Crooks
These are the financiers and crony beneficiaries of the Obama-scam. These are the people who
rigged the laws, paid and received the bribes, rigged the internet, ran the black-lists, colluded,
killed and abused almost every law that relates to public policy.

CARTEL SUSPECTS PROVEN BY EMAILS, TESTIMONY, FINANCIAL AND
FEDERAL RECORDS TO HAVE ENGAGED IN THE ATTACKS AND CRIMES
Update 4.7
These people are connected to a six trillion dollar embezzlement scam which uses state and
federal funds, via politically created crony insider deals. You have heard of this scam in the news
reports about the Solyndra FBI raid, the CBS TV 60 Minutes investigative videos called “The
Cleantech Crash” and “Congress: Trading stock on inside information”, Wikileaks, The Snowden
Papers, The Sony Hack, the Panama Papers and other major news coverage. California, Nevada,
New York and Washington Senators traded taxpayer cash for power and were supported by
Silicon Valley billionaires in one of the largest election-rigging and stock market fraud cases in
U.S. History. Pelosi, Reed, Feinstein and Jerry Brown were aware of these crimes. California's
Kamala Harris was fully informed yet covered them up to protect her friend Obama. James
Comey was fired over these crimes.
Criminal and/ illicit activities evidence exists in detailed case files on each party below. These file
sets are now held by hundreds of parties around the globe.
Hacks, leaks, whistle-blower, ex-employee, journalist, law enforcement and case evidence against
each is substantial and growing daily.
This “Who’s Who” of corporate bad guys caused vast, and numerically quantifiable, damages to
the Plaintiffs and the U.S. taxpayers.
NOT A SINGLE ONE OF THE ATTACKERS HAS AVOIDED ONGOING INVESTIGATION
AND/OR SURVEILLANCE AND/OR TERMINATION AND/OR BANKRUPTCY AND/OR
LAWSUITS AND/OR FEDERAL COMPLAINTS FILED AGAINST EACH.

• Rahm Emanual – White House strong-arm (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign and his
Chicago finance head was indicted for Corruption)(he is now under investigation)
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• Robert Gibbs – White House press secretary (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now
under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• Abound Solar - Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. (Terminated)
• Adrian Covert – Gawker/Gizmodo/CNN character assassin reporter ( Under surveillance and
investigation )
• Allison Spinner – Wife of Steve Spinner and lawyer at WSGR and Solyndra who helped
Feinstein rig the Solyndra cash ((Under investigation. All assets being tracked and
terminated.)
• Alphabet - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme
financier (Under Federal and EU investigation)
• Andy Bechtolsheim – VC- Insider campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused
of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• Arnold Schwarzenegger – Governor (Accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax
evasion, illicit deal organization with Russians and more…)
• Barack Obama – Witness to the Quid-pro-quo for campaign financing (Fired)
• Bill Daley – White House strong-arm (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under
investigation)
• Bill Lockyer – Calif State finance head (Under investigation and charged with corruption
by media. Assets and ownerships under investigation)
• Brian Goncher – Deloitte VC intermediary (He is now under investigation)(accused of
political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• CNN – Fake news and information manipulation service. Elon Musk cover-up operator ( Under
investigation )
• Daniel Cohen – DOE Legal counsel who assisted in the Steven Chu scam (Sent
packing/fired/forced to resign)
• David Axelrod – White House strategist who helped stage the quid-pro-quo (Sent
packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery
and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• David Brock – Character Assassin. Head of Media Matters character assassination service.
Money launderer. (Under investigation)
• David Drummond – Lawyer/Lobbyist– Google, bribes expert for DC and EU regions (Under
investigation. Quail Road, Woodside, CA home bugged)
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• David Plouffe – White House money packager. Arranged deals between VC campaign Donors.
Fined for corruption with Rahm Emmanual (Forced to Resign. Under investigation)
• Debbie Wasserman Schultz – Ran DNC corruption program (Forced to Resign. Under
investigation)
• Dianne Feinstein – Corrupt Senator complicit in the Quid-pro-quo scheme (He is now under
investigation) Wife of Silicon Valley Cartel Member Richard Blum(accused of political
bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• Donna Brazille – Operated camapign rigging and DNC corruption ops (Forced to Resign.
Under investigation)
• Draper - Fisher – VC firm (Campaign funder who received massive windfalls from
Russian mining & tech start-up rigging)
• Elon Musk – CEO – Tesla Motors/SpaceX/SolarCity owner, Google secret partner, Larry
Page’s boy friend, master of bribery and crony payola (He is now under investigation & in
multiple lawsuits for fraud)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and
more…) ( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under
investigation and targeted for extinction)
• Eric Holder – Attorney General- DOJ (Forced to resign) (Charged with staff & VC
Protections and blockade of FBI and Special Prosecutor deployments in order to run the
cover-up)
• Eric Schmidt – Owner- Google (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery
and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• Eric Strickland – Head of Auto Safety agency under DOT (Sent packing/fired/forced to
resign)(he is now under investigation. Charged with cover-up of Tesla and GM auto
dangers he had known about)
• Facebook - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme
financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )
• Fisker - Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. (Terminated)
• Gawker Media – DNC/Clinton/Obama character assassination media tool (In MidTermination)
• Gawker Media & Nick Denton – Character assassination service provider (Sued multiple
times, under federal investigation for tax evasion)
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• Gizmodo – DNC/Clinton/Obama character assassination media tool ( Failing, rapidly
decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )
• Goldman Sachs – Financial packager (Suspected of staging most of the TARP/DOE deals
for personal gain & insider payouts)
• Google Employees- Washington, DC and Sacramento, CA ( Facing termination )
• Google, Inc. – Data harvesting company(Ran media attacks, stock market pump and dump
PR hype and character assassinations)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax
evasion, and more…) (charged by EU, and most nations, with multiple abuses of the
public. Has totally lost the trust of the public. Revenue loss increasing geometrically.)
• Harry Reid – Senator- Solar factory guru, Congress lead (Accused of political bribery and
kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…Forced out of Congress in shame)
• In-Q-Tel, Inc. – CIA off-shoot associated with Eric Schmidt, Google, Elon Musk and the Cartel
leaders. Ran “hit-jobs” on Silicon Valley VC adversaries and reporters (Sued, under
investigation, exposed in multiple documentaries, under investigation for Cocaine
trafficking)
• Ira Ehrenpreis – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of political
bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, investments
and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)
• Ivanpah Solar - Criminally corrupt crony Google campaign finance front operation. (In
failure mode)
• James Brown Jr – HHS Programming lead in California (Arrested for corruption)
• James Comey – FBI Head who refused to allow investigation of these crimes (Fired and
under FBI and Congressional investigation )
• Jay Carney – White House press lead (Forced to resign)
• John Doerr – Owner – Kleiner Perkins. “Godfather” – Silicon Valley Cartel (He is now under
investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of
his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and
targeted for extinction)
• John Herrman– Gawker/Gizmodo/CNN character assassin reporter ( Under surveillance and
investigation )
• John Podesta – Ran Dirty Tricks Programs and hit jobs (Hacked and under FBI and
Congressional investigation
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• Jonathan Silver – DOE VC (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign)(he is now under
investigation. Shamed in media for epic failures)
• Kamala Harris – Famous for getting hit on by Barack Obama. California Attorney General
who ran West Cost cover-ups on this scam (Hacked and under FBI and Congressional
investigation
• Ken Alex – Jerry Brown’s California Department of Justice boss who ran cover-ups for the tax
payola kick-backs to Tesla and Solyndra (Hacked and under FBI and Congressional
investigation
• Kleiner Perkins – Campaign funding VC who (Received massive windfalls from Russian
mining & tech start-up rigging. Sued. Under investigation. All assets being tracked and
terminated.)
• Lachlan Seward – Manager to Steven Chu (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign. Sued for
corruption. publicly shamed by news media and Congress)
• Larry Page – Owner- Google (He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery
and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• Larry Summers – White House finance head (Fired)(he is now under investigation)(accused
of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• Leland Yee – Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption)
• Linkedin - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme
financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )
• Lloyd Craig Blankfein – Head of Goldman Sachs and liaison in almost every single CleanTech
company scam(He is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks;
tax evasion, and more…) ( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings
are under investigation and targeted for extinction)
• Lois Lerner – IRS head charged with running political hit-jobs (Sent packing/fired/forced to
resign)(She is now under investigation. Shamed in news media)
• Mark Zuckerberg – Clinton/DNC Scheme financier and lobbyist
• Martin LaGod – VC Campaign backer and lithium mining exploiter and war profiteer (He is
now under investigation)(assets, investments and stock portfolio tracked and targeted)
( All of his personal assets, investments and portfolio holdings are under investigation and
targeted for extinction)
• Matt Rogers – Mckinsey corruption operator reporting to Steven Chu (Under investigation.
All assets being tracked and terminated.)
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• Mckinsey Consulting – Government services contractor (Supplied DOE manipulation staff,
manipulated white-papers to Congress and lobbying manipulation for the scam)
• Nancy Pelosi – This U.S. Senator organized the kickback programs and operated epic insider
trading scams (Under Congressional closed door investigation)
• New America Foundation – Google/INQTEL’s policy manipulation center (Under
Congressional closed door investigation)
• Nick Denton – Character assassination service provider (Sued multiple times, under federal
investigation for tax evasion)
• Perkins Coi – Law firm who sold lobby manipulation services (Under federal investigation)
• Pierre Omidyar – Clinton/DNC Scheme financier and lobbyist. Ebay/Paypal Boss
• Rahm Emanual – White House strong-arm who set-up the scam (Sent packing/fired/forced
to resign and his Chicago finance head was indicted for Corruption)(he is now under
investigation)
• Raj Gupta – McKinsey Fixer (Indicted, Jailed)(he is now under investigation)
• Ray Lane – VC (Charged with Federal Tax Fraud)(he is now under investigation)(accused
of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• Richard Blum – Senator Feinsteins Husband (He is now under investigation. Has had
contracts interdicted by Congressional action)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks;
tax evasion, and more…)
• Robert Gibbs – White House press secretary who set-up the scam (Sent packing/fired/forced
to resign)(he is now under investigation)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax
evasion, and more…)
• Rosa Brooks – New America Foundation (Disclosed working on plans for a coup Against
Trump Administration)
• Senator Calderone – Senator (Indicted & charged with corruption)
• Snapchat – Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme
financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )
• SolarCity - Criminally corrupt crony Google/Musk campaign finance front operation.
(Terminated – Forced into absorption by Musk)
• Solyndra – Criminally corrupt crony campaign finance front operation. FBI Raided.
(Terminated)
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• Sony Pictures – Funded corrupt political actions, ran covert illegal Fake News operations, stole
assets from competitors, ran defamation campaigns (Under IRS and FTC investigation,
hacked by foreign hackers, boycotted, executives fired, hookers and tax fraud uncovered )
• Steve Jurvetson – VC who manipulated Senate staff for Tesla cash (Under investigation. All
assets being tracked and terminated.)
• Steve Rattner– White House Car Deals Director working in the West Wing and then with In-QTel (Fired- Indicted in NY State for SEC Fraud/Corruption)(he is now under
investigation)
• Steve Spinner – Mckinsey corruption operator reporting to Steven Chu with secret connection
inside Solyndra (Under investigation. All assets being tracked and terminated.)
• Steve Westly – Campaign Bundler (He is now under investigation)(accused of political
bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of his personal assets, investments
and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)
• Steven Chu – Secretary of Energy (Sent packing/fired/forced to resign. Sued for corruption.
publicly shamed by news media and Congress. Under ongoing investigation)
• Tesla Motors - Criminally corrupt crony Google/Musk Obama-protected campaign finance
front operation. (In failure mode)
• The Staff of Univision including Gawker, Jalopnik, Jezebel, Gizmodo all of whom were
disclosed as hired character assassins who took compensation for ending the lives of others
via malicious libel, slander and defamation on a daily basis for half a decade in front of 7.5
billion readers through its employees Adrian Covert, and John Herman, A.J. Delaurio, as
well as through its pseudonymous authors, including: Adam Dachis, Adam Weinstein,
Adrian Covert, Adrien Chen, Alan Henry, Albert Burneko, Alex Balk, Alexander Pareene,
Alexandra Philippides, Allison Wentz, Andrew Collins, Andrew Magary, Andrew Orin,
Angelica Alzona, Anna Merlan, Ariana Cohen, Ashley Feinberg, Ava Gyurina, Barry
Petchesky, Brendan I. Koerner, Brendan O’Connor, Brent Rose, Brian Hickey, Camila
Cabrer, Choire Sicha, Chris Mohney, Clover Hope, Daniel Morgan, David Matthews,
Diana Moskovitz, Eleanor Shechet, Elizabeth Spiers, Elizabeth Starkey, Emily Gould,
Emily Herzig, Emma Carmichael, Erin Ryan, Ethan Sommer, Eyal Ebel, Gabrielle
Bluestone, Gabrielle Darbyshire, Georgina K. Faircloth, Gregory Howard, Hamilton
Nolan, Hannah Keyser, Hudson Hongo. Heather Deitrich, Hugo Schwyzer, Hunter Slaton,
Ian Fette, Irin Carmon, James J. Cooke, James King, Jennifer Ouellette, Jesse Oxfeld,
Jessica Cohen, Jesus Diaz, Jillian Schulz, Joanna Rothkopf, John Cook, John Herrman,
Jordan Sargent, Joseph Keenan Trotter, Josh Stein, Julia Allison, Julianne E. Shepherd,
Justin Hyde, Kate Dries, Katharine Trendacosta, Katherine Drummond, Kelly Stout,
Kerrie Uthoff, Kevin Draper, Lacey Donohue, Lucy Haller, Luke Malone, Madeleine
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Davies, Madeline Davis, Mario Aguilar, Matt Hardigree, Matt Novak, Michael Ballaban,
Michael Dobbs, Michael Spinelli, Neal Ungerleider, Nicholas Aster, Nicholas Denton,
Omar Kardoudi, Pierre Omidyar, Owen Thomas, Patrick George, Patrick Laffoon,
Patrick Redford, Rich Juzwiak, Richard Blakely, Richard Rushfield, Robert Finger,
Robert Sorokanich, Rory Waltzer, Rosa Golijan, Ryan Brown, Ryan Goldberg, Sam
Faulkner Bidle, Sam Woolley, Samar Kalaf, Sarah Ramey, Shannon Marie Donnelly, Shep
McAllister, Sophie Kleeman, Stephen Totilo, Tamar Winberg, Taryn Schweitzer, Taylor
McKnight, Thorin Klosowski, Tim Marchman, Timothy Burke, Tobey Grumet Segal, Tom
Ley, Tom Scocca, Veronica de Souza, Wes Siler, William Haisley, William Turton and
others writing under pseudonyms; through false accusations of vile and disgusting acts,
including fraud and false invention. (Partially bankrupted, sued by multiple parties,
placed on White House “manipulated attack media” dockets, all employees on this list
under lifetime pre-paid surveillance, further lawsuits against staff and investors in
development, IRS tax fraud investigation requested, FEC campaign finance fraud
investigation requested, Feature film about their dirty tricks campaign in development...)
• Tim Draper – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation)(accused of political
bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)( All of his personal assets, investments
and portfolio holdings are under investigation and targeted for extinction)
• Tom Perkins – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation, slammed by public
and media)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…)
• Twitter - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC scheme
financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad stats disclosures )
• Univision/Unimoda - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger,
Clinton/DNC scheme financier ( Failing, rapidly decreasing users and increasing fake ad
stats disclosures )
• Valarie Jarrett – Witness and cover up operating from pre-White House to Exit White House
Period ( Fired )
• Vinod Khosla – VC Campaign backer (He is now under investigation and in multiple
lawsuits)(accused of political bribery and kickbacks; tax evasion, and more…Exposed in
60 Minutes and CNN news coverage)
• Wilson Sonsini Goodrich and Rosatti – The Silicon Valley “law-firm of Crooks and
Technology Criminals” (Under investigation)
• Yahoo - Privacy abuse, spy-on-the-public, Fake News election rigger, Clinton/DNC
scheme financier (In Mid-Termination)
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• Other Potential Defendants exist including State And Federal Agencies and their executives.
The assets, bank accounts and high recovery values of the above targets are known and
documented, though. The evidence and subpoena-capable reinforcement of that evidence is
substantial in the above list.
• These parties have been forensically tracked to illicit campaign financing, hacking, bribes,
political payola, stock-market rigging, slush-funds, false-front shell corporations and family
trusts, abuse of corporate funds, advertising metrics frauds, RICO statute violation organized
crime, employee abuse, electronic communications intended to evade law enforcement and
other charges. In Palantir, XKeyScore and law enforcement databases they are all cross-linked.
Terminations and interdictions for each party and their illicit actions have been continuing
successfully. The termination of this network of parties will, effectively, terminate The Cartel in
question. Each and every legal take-down has now passed the 50% vector and is proceeding to
completion.
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The Spies
HOW OBAMA HACKED THE U.S. ELECTIONS
Paul Sperry For THE NEW YORK POST

How Team Obama Hacked The Elections
New revelations have surfaced that the Obama administration abused intelligence during the election
by launching a massive domestic-spy campaign that included snooping on Trump officials.
The irony is mind-boggling: Targeting political opposition is long a technique of police states like
Russia, which Team Obama has loudly condemned for allegedly using its own intelligence agencies to
hack into our election.
The revelations, as well as testimony this week from former Obama intel officials, show the extent to
which the Obama administration politicized and weaponized intelligence against Americans.
Thanks to Circa News, we now know the National Security Agency under President Barack Obama
routinely violated privacy protections while snooping through foreign intercepts involving US citizens
— and failed to disclose the breaches, prompting the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court a month
before the election to rebuke administration officials.
The story concerns what’s known as “upstream” data collection under Section 702 of the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act, under which the NSA looks at the content of electronic communication.
Upstream refers to intel scooped up about third parties: Person A sends Person B an e-mail mentioning
Person C. Though Person C isn’t a party to the e-mail, his information will be scooped up and
potentially used by the NSA.
Further, the number of NSA data searches about Americans mushroomed after Obama loosened rules
for protecting such identities from government officials and thus the reporters they talk to.
The FISA court called it a “very serious Fourth Amendment issue” that NSA analysts — in violation of
a 2011 rule change prohibiting officials from searching Americans’ information without a warrant —
“had been conducting such queries in violation of that prohibition, with much greater frequency than
had been previously disclosed to the Court.”
A number of those searches were made from the White House, and included private citizens working
for the Trump campaign, some of whose identities were leaked to the media. The revelations earned a
stern rebuke from the ACLU and from civil-liberties champion Sen. Rand Paul.
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We also learned this week that Obama intelligence officials really had no good reason attaching a
summary of a dossier on Trump to a highly classified Russia briefing they gave to Obama just weeks
before Trump took office.
Under congressional questioning Tuesday, Obama’s CIA chief John Brennan said the dossier did not
“in any way” factor into the agency’s assessment that Russia interfered in the election. Why not?
Because as Obama intel czar James Clapper earlier testified, “We could not corroborate the sourcing.”
But that didn’t stop Brennan in January from attaching its contents to the official report for the
president. He also included the unverified allegations in the briefing he gave Hill Democrats.
In so doing, Brennan virtually guaranteed that it would be leaked, which it promptly was.
In short, Brennan politicized raw intelligence. In fact, he politicized the entire CIA.
Langley vets say Brennan was the most politicized director in the agency’s history. Former CIA fieldoperations officer Gene Coyle said Brennan was “known as the greatest sycophant in the history of the
CIA, and a supporter of Hillary Clinton before the election. I find it hard to put any real credence in
anything that the man says.”
Coyle noted that Brennan broke with his predecessors who stayed out of elections. Several weeks
before the vote, he made it very clear he was pulling for Hillary. His deputy Mike Morell even came
out and publicly endorsed her in The New York Times, claiming Trump was an “unwitting agent” of
Moscow.
Brennan isn’t just a Democrat. He’s a radical leftist who in 1980 — during the height of the Cold War
— voted for a Communist Party candidate for president.
When Brennan rants about the dangers of strongman Vladimir Putin targeting our elections and
subverting our democratic process, does he not catch at least a glimpse of his own reflection?
What he and the rest of the Obama gang did has inflicted more damage on the integrity of our electoral
process than anything the Russians have done. Paul Sperry is the author of “Infiltration: How Muslim
Spies and Subversives Have Penetrated Washington.”
Deeper than simply “rogue CIA/NSA agency” abuse, the Obama Administration abused
something far worse: The free will of the public.
You can find a huge number of YouTube movies and white papers, online, about an advertising trick
called “Subliminal Messaging”. The bottom line of all of the existing research is that the human mind
can easily be tricked into thinking it is doing something out of free will, when, in fact, a political or
advertising campaign is tricking your subconscious mind. No matter how smart, or savvy, you think
you are, your mind can be tricked into hate, rage, murder or voting intentions by psychological media
tricks.
The CIA are experts at using this technique to overthrow governments.
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Obama used his financiers Google, Twitter and Facebook to trick the American public into voting for
him. His team then tried to use the same media manipulation tricks to put Hillary Clinton in office.
Google, Twitter and Facebook used CIA technology to do these things. CIA and IN-Q-TEL officers
work at, manage and fund, Google, Twitter and Facebook.
Google supplied the majority of the staff for the Obama Administration. Numerous investigative
reports detail how Obama was “Google’s Bitch”. The connections are, by now, obvious. Google,
Twitter and Facebook used over $22 billion dollars of psychological warfare tricks and ultra-advanced
subliminal messaging to put Obama in office and try to keep him there. Google’s Eric Schmidt is a spy
more than anything else.
That is an FEC campaign financing felony law violation of over twenty one billion dollars. In other
words, the Obama people never reported the twenty two billion dollars of services that they had
Google, Twitter and Facebook expend on rigging DNC campaign interests. That is the largest FEC
campaign law violation in history! They broke the law and NOBODY is holding them accountable!
Donald Trump’s “Trump Tower” was bugged to listen to meetings with, not only, Russian diplomats,
but also oil industry execs and Peter Thiel’s biggest secrets. Who had the capability to pull that off?
That answer is obvious.
We now have absolute, indisputable proof that Google rigged the U.S. elections but the Special
Counsel and the top agencies refuse to allow it to be exposed in public investigations. All of the
evidence has now been released to all of the transparency organizations and independent media and the
public can read it and decide for themselves.
How does Google rig elections? This report describes 1% of the ways (Yes!, This only covers 1% of
Google’s vast mental manipulation tricks) that Google’s sociopath bosses use to manipulate the public:

Research Proves Google Manipulates ...
... Sputnik News reported that Google was ... whether or not Google's executives are taking an active
interest in elections; all by itself, Google's search ...
https://sputniknews.com/us/201609121045214398-google
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Tech – Elon Musk’s SpaceX company is part of a kick-back Obama gave to Google/Musk by shutting
down part of NASA and giving that exact same portion to Musk. SpaceX is trying to take over the CIA
satellite contracts.

NSA has been studying your social ties exactly as the paranoids warned us about...

By acc

James Risen and Laura Poitras, two journalists who have experienced first-hand the consequences of
pissing off the federal government in the course of performing uncompromising investigative
journalism, have a story in today’s New York Times revealing a new layer of the NSA’s domestic
surveillance activities. Edward Snowden’s leaked documents are the source of the report, which shows
that since November 2010, NSA has been mining its vast data collections to “create sophisticated
graphs of some Americans’ social connections that can identify their associates, their locations at
certain times, their traveling companions and other personal information.”
The policy shift was intended to help the agency “discover and track” connections between intelligence
targets overseas and people in the United States, according to an N.S.A. memorandum from January
2011. The agency was authorized to conduct “large-scale graph analysis on very large sets of
communications metadata without having to check foreignness” of every e-mail address, phone number
or other identifier, the document said. Because of concerns about infringing on the privacy of American
citizens, the computer analysis of such data had previously been permitted only for foreigners.
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The agency can augment the communications data with material from public, commercial and other
sources, including bank codes, insurance information, Facebook profiles, passenger manifests, voter
registration rolls and GPS location information, as well as property records and unspecified tax data,
according to the documents. They do not indicate any restrictions on the use of such “enrichment” data,
and several former senior Obama administration officials said the agency drew on it for both Americans
and foreigners. Obama is now thought to have used the data to attack and manipulate U.S. voters in
order to rig the elections.
N.S.A. officials declined to say how many Americans have been caught up in the effort, including
people involved in no wrongdoing. The documents do not describe what has resulted from the scrutiny,
which links phone numbers and e-mails in a “contact chain” tied directly or indirectly to a person or
organization overseas that is of foreign intelligence interest.

HOW GOOGLE IS RIGGING THE “NET NEUTRALITY” LAWS TO FAVOR
OBAMA AND CLINTON
Google and the Silicon Valley Pedes want to deliver limited and psychologically-rigged
information designed to manipulate you into believing untrue things so that Google’s investors
can profit off of your fears!

The Inconvenient Truth Behind The Net Neutrality Movement
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William Craddick
The control of private information on the internet has been a contentious for as long as the people have
been online. It has long been the consensus that maintaining internet freedoms is essential for
free expression, the exchange of ideas and the ability for proponents of democracy and human rights
activists to mobilize and advocate for political, social, and economic reform. Currently, the debate
about internet freedom is centered around the concept of net neutrality.
Net neutrality is the principle that internet service providers should enable access to all content and
applications regardless of the source, and without favoring or blocking particular products or websites
by offering different speeds of bandwidth to different service providers. While publications such as
Forbes and The Heritage Foundation paint net neutrality as a principle which threatens internet
freedoms in the long term and hurts consumers by reducing their ability to customize internet services
offered to them, proponents argue that it ensures equal access to the internet. However, major
supporters of net neutrality have created doubts about the concept due to their increasing support
of censorship, violations of personal privacy and attacks against political opponents and journalists.
The most immediate issue with net neutrality is the fact that many of the groups supporting it are
purportedly concerned with social issues which are totally unrelated. One such organization is the
protest movement Color of Change. Color of Change’s website states that their mission is “design
campaigns powerful enough to end practices that unfairly hold black people back.” However, the
group has increasingly begun to focus on advocating for net neutrality, a cause which does not
appear to be related to their mission statement in any obvious manner. Color of Change claims that
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changes the FCC plans to make to net neutrality rules will “devastate black communities” without
bothering to explain exactly how this might happen. In February 2015, the executive director of
Color for Change Rashad Robinson published an opinion piece in The Hill where he claimed that
securing the right to net neutrality victory would be “civil rights history in the making.”
Despite their apparent support for the principle of net neutrality, Color for Change has primarily
concerned itself with attacking journalists who report news with a conservative perspective, including
Fox News personalities Sean Hannity and Bill O’Reilly. On May 18th, 2017, USA News reported that
Color of Change and other protest groups planned a protest and meeting with FCC officials ahead of
it’s intended vote to repeal Obama era protections requiring that all internet traffic be offered equally.
Rather than focus on defending “information equality,” the protest seemed to center around attacking
alternative media. Signs photographed at the event demanded censorship of the Drudge Report,
Breitbart News and conservative journalists. Video footage of the event shows Color of Change
speakers stating that O’Reilly’s firing from Fox News was a result of net neutrality advocacy. The FCC
ultimately ruled 2-1 to start the process of eliminating net neutrality rules and begin classification of
home and mobile internet service providers as common carriers under Title II of the Communications
Act.

The focus on censorship of the media at an event purporting to focus on “information equality” is no
surprise given Color of Change’s financial supporters. Data published by the Center for Responsive
Politics shows that in 2016, billionaire George Soros made two payments totaling $400,000 to the
group. The Washington Examiner has stated that Soros and the Ford Foundation have donated over
$196 million to various net neutrality advocacy groups. Soros has spent hundreds of millions
supporting various anti-government movements, including the Women’s March, the People’s Climate
March, the Tax Day protests and far left Berkeley protest group Refuse Fascism. The ACLU also began
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actively organizing and training protest movements just one month after Soros sank $35 million into
the group.
Other big name proponents of net neutrality have themselves been implicated in improper censorship
and violations of personal privacy. In April, The Verge reported that Google, Netflix and Facebook
were among a number of companies leading a group known as The Internet Association in efforts to
lobby for retaining protections of net neutrality. The involvement of these tech giants in pushing for net
neutrality raises troubling questions about who truly benefits from regulations which support the
concept.
Since the end of the 2016 US presidential elections, Google has increasingly become involved in
censorship of so-called “fake news.” In spring of 2017, Google News Lab used its CrossCheck project
to fight “fake news” prior to the French presidential election in collaboration with journalists,
newsrooms, and social media companies alike. What CrossCheck appeared to act a function that
took the liberty of appointing various groups to collaboratively decide what is true or false in real-time.
Google’s push to become involved in censorship came after George Soros acquired stakes in Netflix as
well as Google’s holding company Alphabet.
Facebook has similarly faced criticism for engaging in censorship and instances of improper access to
user’s personal data. In February, Disobedient Media discovered that Facebook was self-censoring
links to a story by CNBC which discussed comments picked up on a hot mic during a conversation
between German Chancellor Angela Merkel and Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg where Merkel
asked Zuckerberg to censor speech critical of immigrants and Zuckerberg agreed to do so. The
censorship came after Zuckerberg edited a manifesto to remove an admission that he supported
monitoring private channels of communication. In February 2017, Zuckerberg released a 5,700 word
essay warning about “isolationist” threats to globalism, stating that Facebook was there to help
counteract popular trends towards nationalism and pro-soveriegn state ideologies. The original draft of
the essay was “revised” to remove a reference which had revealed that Facebook actively monitored
private conversations of individuals accused of plotting terror attacks.
In March 2017, BBC News conducted an investigation exposing a child abuse ring operating on
Facebook which resulted in a four year prison sentence for one of the offenders. In response to the
BBC’s report, Facebook left 80% of photos depicting child abuse online, then reported the BBC
journalists to the police before cancelling plans for an interview. Facebook subsequently apologized for
their behavior, but The Times reported in April that the social media giant may face criminal
prosecution relating to the images of child abuse as well as pro-jihadist content which was being shared
on the website. A May 2017 report by Heat Street has also revealed that Facebook has been continually
shutting down “ex-Muslim” and atheist groups using its social media services.
While the debate may continue for some years to come, the open support by large sponsors for federal
regulation raises serious concerns about net neutrality. The deep financial involvement of George
Soros, the focus of protest groups on targeting free speech and the colored history of corporate
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sponsors of the principle makes it clear that “information equality” is likely much darker than it appears
on the surface.

Blame game for cyber attacks grows murkier as spying, crime tools mix and
Obama found to have abused spy community
by Reuters
* Experts say tracking cyber attackers grows more confusing
* Leaks of U.S. spy tools enable new level of cyber crimes
* Cyber criminals harder to distinguish from state-backed hackers
By Eric Auchard
TALLINN, Estonia, May 31 (Reuters) - Veteran espionage researcher Jon DiMaggio was hot on the
trail three months ago of what on the face of it looked like a menacing new industrial espionage attack
by Russian cyber spies.
All the hallmarks were there: targeted phishing emails common to government espionage, an advanced
Trojan horse for stealing data from inside organisations, covert communication channels for grabbing
documents and clues in the programming code indicating its authors were Russian speakers.
It took weeks before the lead cyber spying investigator at Symantec, a top U.S. computer security firm,
figured out instead he was tracking a lone-wolf cyber criminal.
DiMaggio won't identify the name of the culprit, whom he has nicknamed Igor, saying the case is a
run-of-the-mill example of increasing difficulties in separating national spy agency activity from cyber
crime. The hacker comes from Transdniestria, a disputed, Russian-speaking region of Moldova, he
said.
"The malware in question, Trojan.Bachosens, was so advanced that Symantec analysts initially thought
they were looking at the work of nation-state actors," DiMaggio told Reuters in a phone interview on
Wednesday. "Further investigation revealed a 2017 equivalent of the hobbyist hackers of the 1990s."
Reuters could not contact the alleged hacker.
The example highlights the dangers of jumping to conclusions in the murky world of cyber attack and
defence, as tools once only available to government intelligence services find their way into the
computer criminal underground.
Security experts refer to this as "the attribution problem", using technical evidence to assign blame for
cyber attacks in order to take appropriate legal and political responses.
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These questions echo through the debate over whether Russia used cyber attacks to influence last year's
U.S. presidential elections and whether Moscow may be attempting to disrupt national elections taking
place in coming months across Europe.
The topic is a big talking point for military officials and private security researchers at the International
Conference on Cyber Conflict in Tallin this week. It has been held each year since Estonia was
swamped in 2007 by cyber attacks that took down government, financial and media websites amid a
dispute with Russia. Attribution for those attacks remains disputed.
THE SMOKING GUN
"Attribution is almost never a clean, smoking-gun," said Paul Vixie, creator of the first commercial
anti-spam service, whose latest firm, Farsight Security, helps firms track down cyber attackers to
identify and block them.
Raising the stakes, a mystery group calling itself ShadowBrokers has taken credit for leaking cyberspying tools that are now being turned to criminal use, including ones used in the recent WannaCry
global ransomware attack, ratcheting up cyber security threats to a whole new level.
In recent weeks, ShadowBrokers has threatened to sell more such tools, believed to have been stolen
from the U.S. National Security Agency, to enable hacking into the world's most used computers,
software and phones. (http://reut.rs/2rmTZmm)
"The bar for what's considered advanced is lowered as time goes by," said Sean Sullivan, a security
researcher with Finnish cyber firm F-Secure.
The Moldovan hacker's campaign to steal data and resell it on the web came to light only after
infections popped up last year at a major airline, an online gambling firm and a Chinese automotive
software maker, which are all customers of Symantec products used to secure their business networks.
Igor appears to have targeted the auto-tech company to steal its car diagnostics software, which retails
for around $1,100 but Igor sold for just a few hundred dollars on underground forums and websites he
had created. His aims in trying to break into the airline and gambling firm remain a mystery.
"Considering the audacity of this attack, the financial rewards for Igor are pretty low," DiMaggio wrote
in a blog post on his findings to be published on Wednesday.
As a threat, Symantec rates Trojan.Bachosens as a very low risk virus, in part because the attack singles
out only a handful of specific firms rather than the wide-ranging, random attacks used by many cyber
criminals to scoop up the greatest number of victims.
"I think those days are over when we can say in black and white: We know this is an espionage group,"
DiMaggio said.
The Symantec researcher has not reported Igor to local authorities, calculating that exposing the
methods of the attack will be enough to neutralise them. (Editing by Peter Millership)
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The Counter-measures
PUBLIC TAKE-DOWNS AND TERMINATIONS AGAINST PROVEN
CORRUPT ENTITIES USING 100% LEGAL METHODOLOGIES:
The voting public has discovered that it is fun and effective to join together to terminate corrupt entities
via boycotts, class action lawsuits, doxxing and other legal anti-corruption measures. Here are some of
their recent success:
MICHEAL LYNTON – CHAIRMAN, SONY PICTURES (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)
AMY PASCAL – CEO, SONY PICTURES (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)
SONY PICTURES – MASSIVE VALUATION DROP (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)
HOWARD SCHULTZ, CEO – STARBUCKS (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)
SOLYNDRA - EXTINCT
ABOUND SOLAR - EXTINCT
FISKER - EXTINCT
STEVEN CHU- SECRETARY OF ENERGY (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)
THE NEW GHOSTBUSTERS – SONY PICTURES - MASSIVE VALUATION DROP
JOHN STUMPF - CEO – WELLS FARGO (FIRED, UNDER INVESTIGATION)
MEDIA MATTERS - (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)
WELLS FARGO – MASSIVE VALUATION DROP (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)
LACHLAN SEWARD – LOAN DIRECTOR, U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY (FIRED, UNDER
INVESTIGATION)
JOHN PODESTA – EXPOSED, UNDER INVESTIGATION
UNITED AIRLINES – MASSIVE VALUATION DROP
STARBUCKS - MASSIVE VALUATION DROP (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)
ESPN – MASSIVE LAYOFFS
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GAWKER MEDIA - EXTINCT
ENRON – EXTINCT
ELON MUSK - UNDER FEDERAL INVESTIGATION AND COORDINATED PROGRAM TO
CRASH ALL OF HIS STOCK ASSETS. SOLARCITY - EXTINCT
VINOD KHOSLA – EXPOSED IN NEWS MEDIA, SUED BY MULTIPLE PARTIES, UNDER
INVESTIGATION
NICK DENTON – SUED, AIDS RISK TRACKED, A PORTION OF HIS ASSETS BANKRUPTED,
UNDER IRS AND INTERPOL INVESTIGATION
JOHN DOERR – UNDER FEDERAL INVESTIGATION AND COORDINATED PROGRAM TO
CRASH ALL OF HIS STOCK ASSETS
UNIVISION - MASSIVE LAYOFFS (TARGETED FOR EXTINCTION)
ENTIRE SENIOR STAFF BASE - U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY
AND OVER 350 OTHERS, WITH MANY MORE UNDER-WAY...
Per one site dedicated to anti-corruption:
“Silicon Valley Cartel” elitists have synthetically created “high social status” that they self-promote at
TED Talks and on Social Media companies their friends control. (ie: Elon Musk’s constant selfpromotion about how god-like he thinks he is) When they affirm the groupthink to become more
popular, they also strengthen the groupthink by strengthening the appearance that everyone is
unanimous in affirming the groupthink on Silicon Valley social media. This is a “mnemonic feedback
loop” that you can exploit.
There is an opportunity for disruption here.
The plan is simple: whenever a celebrity or other “high-status figure” panders to the Silicon Valley
Cartel profiteering agenda, we must make them pay for abusing the public for profit. The goal is to
create an aversion to their dogma, thereby allowing it to fall victim to its own corrosive energy by
means of division. The majority of Silicon Valley clones will still believe it, of course, but our strategy
here can free the best people from the groupthink, and freeing the best is all one needs to pop the
Silicon Valley brain-washing bubble.
As to how to make them pay, there are a few ways, per CIA manuals employed by Google:
• Meme them down. The spread of memetic propaganda mocking, belittling, and degrading
those who pander to the Silicon Valley Cartel will result in an adverse reaction to pandering.
The attack need not be limited to their pandering, but should focus on it. If we do this with a
few high-profile people in a row, a pattern will emerge, wherein pandering is visibly seen to
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lead to social censure. Since people, Silicon Valley Cartelists in particular, fear ostracism more
than death, it follows that this strategy will discourage pandering exponentially the more it is
used. If high-status people begin to see pandering as career suicide, we have won a major battle.
• Boycott them. This takes two forms. First, refuse to consume Silicon Valley Cartel-infected
media, even if the source is otherwise reputable. In some cases, it will be unavoidable, but for
the most part, you ought to be able to boycott groupthink-infected entities. The effect of
boycotting is not strictly monetary. In addition to refusing to give them your money, you are
depriving them of attention, which, in our society, causes institutions to wither. For example, if
you stop listening to a particular podcast because that podcast is groupthink-infected, then
whenever someone wants to talk to you about it, you can shrug and say, “I don’t listen to that
anymore.” This makes said podcast less of a social asset because fewer people consume it.
Removing attention from entities in our society kills those entities, crashes their stock value,
shuts down profits from their movies and exposes their scam.
• Attack them peripherally. In addition to meming them down and boycotting them, we can
denigrate anyone who panders to the Silicon Valley Cartel by means of indirect attack. “So-andso is a panderer” is fine, but if you can attack and denigrate the content in general of someone
who panders to the Silicon Valley Cartel, you’re still draining away their energy. This requires a
subtle understanding: consequence is more important than strict logical implication. If every
person who panders to the Silicon Valley Cartel experiences a drop in popularity, whether or not
that drop comes from people hating them for their pandering or peripheral attacks by the aware
in response to their pandering, the overall pattern visible to society will be “pander→ crash and
burn.” This is key.
• Sue them. Get others together and file class-action lawsuits against the Silicon Valley abusers.
File RICO corruption lawsuits against them. Sue them in civil court and collect your damages
from them. Sue each executive and investor, yourself, in small claims court, one-at-a-time. Get
$10K from each of them for abusing your rights.
• DOX them. Expose their hookers, rent boys, rapes, pedo clubs, tax evasions, expense account
frauds, Uber trips, Sexual harassments, racial discriminations, divorces, secret overseas
accounts, real estate, salaries and all of the dirt on their corrupt activities. Make sure the
information is seen by everyone. The Silicon Valley Cartel has been proven to be one sick
bunch of puppies.
• Audit their hacks. Don’t hack anyone, that is illegal. When they do get hacked, there is usually
too much information for little groups like Wikileaks or ICIJ to review. YOU should review it
all and find the juicy bits and send the key finds to many top reporters.
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• More… There are hundreds of other things you can try. Just search: “Anti-corruption tactics”
on DuckDuckgo.com. These are criminals who have broken the law and bribed judges, Senators
and some top law enforcement bosses to run cover for them. It is your responsibility, as a
citizen, to help take them down. The justice system will not do it any more.
Don’t break the law. All of the things above are 100% legal and you will actually get help from
Congressional investigators because they want these crooks shut down, too.
Remember that the Silicon Valley Cartel is made up of people who live for popularity and validation as
their constant look-at-me whining at TED Talks, and other self-glorification idiocies, prove. Deprive
them of that in response to their more toxic behaviors, and you’re well on your way to controlling
them, like putting a shock collar on a dog. You can make Eric Schmidt YOUR bitch, in this manner and
reverse his current hold over society.
This tactic will succeed if it becomes an automatic response to any pandering whatsoever. You can
leverage this into a wider change if everyone is careful and precise about it, so make sure to spread this
article and this idea far and wide.
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Rigging Elections and Perceptions
Let’s All Admit The Obvious: Google Is A Rogue CIA Operation and Google
Controls Obama!
#BrockGate: Playbook Shows Media Matters Has Access to Raw Data From
Obama’s Facebook, Twitter, and Google
By Carter

Following yesterday’s exploration of the #BrockGate documents and our look at
Media Matters’ “Trump War Room”, new findings indicate that Media Matters
has access to the raw data of numerous social media platforms, plus the power
to influence their understanding on what is and isn’t “fake news”.

The following is an excerpt from page 10 of the #BrockGate document:

“Media Matters has already secured access to raw data from Facebook, Twitter, and other social media
sites. We have also put in place the technology necessary to automatically mine white nationalist
message boards and alt-right communities for our archive.
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We will now develop technologies and processes to systematically monitor and analyze this unfiltered
data.”

Media Matters goes on to describe how they found a way to manipulate these social media platforms
into thinking that they need their help. In fact, the following excerpt from the #BrockGate document
speaks to this concern with precision:
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“Out lets that push fake news are completely dependent on Facebook to spread their lies, and ad
networks like Google to fund them.
Media Matters has unique insight to help fix the problems in this part of the media landscape.
After Facebook responded to our campaign by acknowledging the problem of fake news and agreeing
to do something about it, we began a dialogue. It became clear form these conversations that Facebook
needed our help in fully understanding the problem and identifying concrete solutions. Further, it also
became clear that we had information and insight that they didn’t have that was helpful in educating
them on the full scope of the problem. For example, Media Matters had a detailed map of the
constellation of right-wing Facebook pages that had been the biggest purveyors of fake news – as well
as insight into the food chain of fake news and how it was moving through the Facebook ecosystem.
Similarly, after Google revised their terms of service in order to prohibit so-called fake news sites from
using their advertising network, it was Media Matters that had the information necessary to identify 40
of the worst fake news sites to which this policy applied.”
The following is a brief of summary of the findings in the document:
In the document, the group claims that they will push the Russia narrative forward, they assert that they
will steal the best talent from the other left-wing outlets and consolidate them into Shareblue (they will
convince “top editorial and writing talent [to] leave competitors to join Shareblue”), they propose a
paid “Twitter-like” social network for the “opposition” to collude, they discuss their “Antidote to
Breitbart” and their goal of controlling platforms like Google and Facebook, and they also mention a
“Trump War Room” and their goal of keeping President Trump “unpopular” and how they are actively
trying to portray President Trump as a “weak, think-skinned [sic] ‘loser’ vulnerable to goading”. In all,
this is a comprehensive three-year game plan that the left hopes to implement to great effect in their
effort to win votes in 2018 and take the White House in 2020.
For more information on the “Trump War Room”, read here. Google is a rogue CIA operation to create
a “liberal” government which sends its money to Eric Schmidt.

The Imperative Of Replacing Google And Facebook
By Tony Cartalucci
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By Tony Cartalucci
Nations are beginning to take more seriously the control of their respective information space after
years of allowing US-based tech giants Google and Facebook to monopolize and exploit them.
Vietnam, according to a recent GeekTime article, is the latest nation to begin encouraging local
alternatives to the search engine and social media network in order to rebalance the monopoly over
information both tech giants enjoy in the Southeast Asian country today.

Google and Facebook: More than Search Engines and Social Media
The two tech giants and others like them may have appeared at their inceptions to political, business,
and military leaders around the world as merely opportunistic corporations seeking profits and
expansion.
However, Google and Facebook, among others, have become clearly much more than that.
Both have verifiably worked with the US State Department in pursuit of geopolitical objectives around
the world, from the collapse of the Libyan government to attempts at regime change in Syria, and using
social media and information technology around the world to manipulate public perception and achieve
sociopolitical goals on behalf of Wall Street and Washington for years.
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The use of social media to control a targeted nation’s information space, and use it as a means of
carrying out sociopolitical subversion and even regime change reached its pinnacle in 2011 during the
US-engineered “Arab Spring.”
Portrayed at first as spontaneous demonstrations organized organically over Facebook and other social
media platforms, it is now revealed in articles like the New York Times‘, “U.S. Groups Helped Nurture
Arab Uprisings,” that the US government had trained activists years ahead of the protests, with Google
and Facebook participating directly in making preparations.
Opposition fronts funded and supported by the US State Department’s National Endowment for
Democracy (NED) and its subsidiaries Freedom House, International Republican Institute (IRI), and
National Democratic Institute (NDI) were invited to several summits where executives and technical
support teams from Google and Facebook provided them with the game plans they would execute in
2011 in coordination with US and European media who also attended the summits.
The end result was the virtual weaponization of social media, serving as cover for what was a longplanned, regional series of coups including heavily armed militants who eventually overthrew the
governments of Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Yemen, with Syria now locked in 6 years of war as a result.
It was during Syria’s ongoing conflict that Google would find itself involved again. The Guardian in a
2012 article titled, “Syria: is it possible to rename streets on Google Maps?,” would report:
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In their struggle to free Syria from the clutches of President Bashar al-Assad, anti-government activists
have embarked on a project to wipe him off the map. Literally. On Google Maps, major Damascus
thoroughfares named after the Assad family have appeared renamed after heroes of the uprising. The
Arab Spring has form in this regard. When anti-Gadaffi rebels tore into Tripoli last August, the name of
the city’s main square on the mapping service changed overnight – from “Green Square”, the name
given to it by the erstwhile dictator, to “Martyr’s Square”, its former title.
The internet giant’s mapping service has a history of weighing in on political disputes.
Google’s monopoly in nations without local alternatives ensures that public perception is lopsidedly
influenced by these deceptive methods.

The Independent in a 2016 article titled, “Google planned to help Syrian rebels bring down Assad
regime, leaked Hillary Clinton emails claim,” would expand on Google’s activities regarding Syria:
An interactive tool created by Google was designed to encourage Syrian rebels and help bring down the
Assad regime, Hillary Clinton’s leaked emails have reportedly revealed.
By tracking and mapping defections within the Syrian leadership, it was reportedly designed to
encourage more people to defect and ‘give confidence’ to the rebel opposition.
Clearly, more is going on at Google than Internet searches.
Nations would be equally irresponsible to allow a foreign corporation to exercise control over their
respective information space – especially in light of verified, documented abuses – as they would by
allowing foreign corporations to exercise control over other essential aspects of national infrastructure.

Vietnam Taking Control of its Information Space
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The GeekTime article, shared by the US State Department’s NDI on Twitter titled, “Is Vietnamese
campaign to build a Facebook alternative fighting fake news, or fostering censorship?,” claims
(emphasis added):
During a parliamentary committee meeting earlier this month, Truong Minh Tuan, Minister of
Information and Communications in Vietnam, said that the government is encouraging Vietnamese
tech companies to build local replacements for platforms such as Facebook and Google (which are
the most popular in their categories in Vietnam).
The article also reported:
It is part of a wider campaign to “strengthen cyber security” and the integrity of the country’s
information. “The plan is to try and address the problem of how ‘fake pages’ with anti-government
content grew uncontrollably on Facebook,” said Tuan. “Going further, we need social networks
provided by local businesses that can replace and compete with Facebook in Vietnam.”
NDI’s mention of the article is meant to imply that the Vietnamese government stands to profit from the
localization of search engines and social media – and it does. However, the localization of Vietnam’s
information space is no different than the localization of Vietnam’s defense industry, energy and water
infrastructure, schools, and healthcare institutions. They are the Vietnamese people’s to control, not
Washington, Wall Street, or Silicon Valley’s.
Whether the Vietnamese government abuses that localization or not is the business of the Vietnamese
people. The actual concern NDI has is that once the localization of information technology is complete
in Vietnam, forever will these effective vectors of sociopolitical subversion be closed to the corporatefinancier special interests driving US foreign policy and the work of fronts like NDI.
Tony Cartalucci, Bangkok-based geopolitical researcher and writer, especially for the online
magazine “New Eastern Outlook”., where this article first appeared.

With accusations about Russian hackers and claims of
“cheating” and voting being “rigged,” the integrity of US
elections has been questioned on both sides of the political aisle.
Robert Epstein, researches how companies like Google can
manipulate elections, legally, without anyone’s knowledge.
Epstein claimed in an article published by Politico last year that "America’s next president could be
eased into office not just by TV ads or speeches, but by Google’s secret decision. And no one except for
me, and perhaps a few other obscure researchers, would know how this was accomplished."
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Epstein claims that, through the use of what he terms the "Search Engine Manipulation Effect"
(SEME), tech companies that endorse particular candidates, in the same way that Google publicly
endorses Clinton, can impact elections unbeknownst to the public
"We found that if one political candidate is favored in Google’s search ranking, that very quickly shifts
the voting preferences of undecided voters toward that candidate. We thought it would be a tiny shift,
but as Mr. Trump would say it is a ‘huge’ shift," he said, adding that Google has the power to sway
potential voters "literally by the millions."
Epstein explained that Google’s assumed legitimacy inclines users to think that their search results are
unbiased, when that is not necessarily the case.
FBI Could Publicly Release Report on Clinton's Email Inquiry on Aug.31
"We’re talking about big, big effects on undecided voters because people trust Google so much, and
because people assume, mistakenly, that what they’re seeing on screen is being determined by an
impartial or objective search algorithm and that is simply not true."
Loud & Clear host Brian Becker asked how Google biases searches, noting that "there’s an assumption
of neutrality," and, "the assumption of integrity."
"Google edits its search suggestions in a way that they say prevents negative searches from occuring
when you’re searching people," he said, adding that "even the FTC in the Unites States has found that
Google slants what it shows people in a way that serves the company."
"There’s nothing illegal about that," he pointed out, "so we shouldn’t be shocked by it. Ethically,
morally, we might note that it’s a threat to a free and fair election, but it’s not illegal."
Epstein described a "revolving door" between Google and the White House, pointing out that 250 top
executives have swapped positions between the company and the Obama Administration over the last
seven years. He said that if Hillary Clinton becomes president, "there’s no question that that
collaboration is going to continue or become closer…I think it’s something we should worry about.
There needs to be a separation between government and industry."
FBI Report on Clinton Emails Reinforces Her Dishonesty - Trump Campaign
The scientist suggested that Google’s influence could sway voters in a close race, citing a report he and
his researchers published with the National Academy of Science.
"Based on mathematics presented in that report, we now know that Google can control a win margin
anywhere between 3.8 percent and 15.1 percent, so if you’re talking about a close election, Google has
enormous power over close elections. In fact, we estimate that Google would be able to shift
somewhere between 2.6 and 10.2 million votes, without anyone knowing they’re doing it and
without leaving a paper trail."
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Research Proves Google Manipulates Millions to Favor Clinton
© Photo: Youtube/SourceFed
US

In this exclusive report, distinguished research psychologist
Robert Epstein explains the new study and reviews evidence that
Google's search suggestions are biased in favor of Hillary
Clinton. He estimates that biased search suggestions might be
able to shift as many as 3 million votes in the upcoming
presidential election in the US.
Biased search rankings can swing votes and alter opinions, and a new study shows that Google's
autocomplete can too.
A scientific study I published last year showed that search rankings favoring one candidate can quickly
convince undecided voters to vote for that candidate — as many as 80 percent of voters in some
demographic groups. My latest research shows that a search engine could also shift votes and change
opinions with another powerful tool: autocomplete.
Because of recent claims that Google has been deliberately tinkering with search suggestions to make
Hillary Clinton look good, this is probably a good time both to examine those claims and to look at my
new research. As you will see, there is some cause for concern here.
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In June of this year, Sourcefed released a video claiming that Google's search suggestions — often
called "autocomplete" suggestions — were biased in favor of Mrs. Clinton. The video quickly went
viral: the full 7-minute version has now been viewed more than a million times on YouTube, and an
abridged 3-minute version has been viewed more than 25 million times on Facebook.
The video's narrator, Matt Lieberman, showed screen print after screen print that appeared
to demonstrate that searching for just about anything related to Mrs. Clinton generated positive
suggestions only. This occurred even though Bing and Yahoo searches produced both positive and
negative suggestions and even though Google Trends data showed that searches on Google that
characterize Mrs. Clinton negatively are quite common — far more common in some cases than the
search terms Google was suggesting. Lieberman also showed that autocomplete did offer negative
suggestions for Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump.
"The intention is clear," said Lieberman. "Google is burying potential searches for terms that could
have hurt Hillary Clinton in the primary elections over the past several months by manipulating
recommendations on their site."
Google responded to the Sourcefed video in an email to the Washington Times, denying everything.
According to the company's spokesperson, "Google Autocomplete does not favor any candidate or
cause." The company explained away the apparently damning findings by saying that "Our
Autocomplete algorithm will not show a predicted query that is offensive or disparaging when
displayed in conjunction with a person's name."
Since then, my associates and I at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology
(AIBRT) — a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization based in the San Diego area — have been
systematically investigating Lieberman's claims. What we have learned has generally supported those
claims, but we have also learned something new — something quite disturbing — about the power
of Google's search suggestions to alter what people search for.
Lieberman insisted that Google's search suggestions were biased, but he never explained why Google
would introduce such bias. Our new research suggests why — and also why Google's lists of search
suggestions are typically much shorter than the lists Bing and Yahoo show us.
Our investigation is ongoing, but here is what we have learned so far:
Bias in Clinton's Favor
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Can Google Tip the Scales on the US Presidential Election Without Anyone Knowing?
To test Lieberman's claim that Google's search suggestions are biased in Mrs. Clinton's favor, my
associates and I have been looking at the suggestions Google shows us in response to hundreds
of different election-related search terms. To minimize the possibility that those suggestions were
customized for us as individuals (based on the massive personal profiles Google has assembled
for virtually all Americans), we have conducted our searches through proxy servers — even through the
Tor network — thus making it difficult for Google to identify us. We also cleared the fingerprints
Google leaves on computers (cache and cookies) fairly obsessively.
Google says its search bar is programmed to avoid suggesting searches that portray people in a negative
light. As far as we can tell, this claim is false.
Generally speaking, we are finding that Lieberman was right: It is somewhat difficult to get the Google
search bar to suggest negative searches related to Mrs. Clinton or to make any Clinton-related
suggestions when one types a negative search term. Bing and Yahoo, on the other hand, often show a
number of negative suggestions in response to the same search terms. Bing and Yahoo seem to be
showing us what people are actually searching for; Google is showing us something else — but what,
and for what purpose?
As for Google Trends, as Lieberman reported, Google indeed withholds negative search terms for Mrs.
Clinton even when such terms show high popularity in Trends. We have also found that Google often
suggests positive search terms for Mrs. Clinton even when such terms are nearly invisible in Trends.
The widely held belief, reinforced by Google's own documentation, that Google's search suggestions
are based on "what other people are searching for" seems to be untrue in many instances.
Google's Explanation
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Google tries to explain away such findings by saying its search bar is programmed to avoid suggesting
searches that portray people in a negative light. As far as we can tell, this claim is false; Google
suppresses negative suggestions selectively, not across the board. It is easy to get autocomplete
to suggest negative searches related to prominent people, one of whom happens to be Mrs. Clinton's
opponent.
A picture is often worth a thousand words, so let's look at a few examples that appear both to support
Lieberman's perspective and refute Google's. After that, we'll examine some counterexamples.

© REUTERS/ Mike Segar
Assange: Clinton's Campaign is Full of 'Disturbing' Anti-Russia 'Hysteria'
Before we start, I need to point out a problem: If you try to replicate the searches I will show you, you
will likely get different results. I don't think that invalidates our work, but you will have to decide
for yourself. Your results might be different because search activity changes over time, and that, in turn,
affects search suggestions. There is also the "personalization problem." If you are like the vast majority
of people, you freely allow Google to track you 24 hours a day. As a result, Google knows who you are
when you are typing something in its search bar, and it sends you customized results.
For both of these reasons, you might doubt the validity of the conclusions I will draw in this essay. That
is up to you. All I can say in my defense is that I have worked with eight other people in recent months
to try to conduct a fair and balanced investigation, and, as I said, we have taken several precautions
to try to get generic, non-customized search suggestions rather than the customized kind. Our
investigation is also ongoing, and I encourage you to conduct your own, as well.
Let's start with a very simple search. The image below shows a search for "Hillary Clinton is " (notice
the space after is) conducted on August 3rd on Bing, Yahoo, and Google. As you can see, both Bing
and Yahoo displayed multiple negative suggestions such as "Hillary Clinton is a liar" and "Hillary
Clinton is a criminal," but Google is showed only two suggestions, both of which were almost absurdly
positive: "Hillary Clinton is winning" and "Hillary Clinton is awesome."
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© Photo: Bing, Yahoo, Google
“Hillary Clinton is ”
To find out what people actually searched for, let's turn to Google Trends — Google's tabulation of the
popularity of search results. Below you will see a comparison between the popularity of searching for
"Hillary Clinton is a liar" and the popularity of searching for "Hillary Clinton is awesome." This image
was also generated on August 3rd. "Hillary Clinton is a liar" was by far the more popular search term;
hardly anyone conducted a search using the phrase, "Hillary Clinton is awesome."

© Photo: Google
“Hillary Clinton is awesome.”
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Okay, but Google admits that it censors negative search results; presumably, that is why we only saw
positive results for Mrs. Clinton — even a result that virtually no one searched for. Does Google really
suppress negative results? We have seen what happens with "Hillary Clinton is." What happens with
"Donald Trump is "? (Again, be sure to include the space after is.)

© Photo: Google
“Donald Trump is “?
In the above image, captured on August 8th, we again found the odd "awesome" suggestion, but we
also saw a suggestion that appears to be negative: "Donald Trump is dead." Shouldn't a result like that
have been suppressed? Let's look further.
Consider the following searches, conducted on August 2nd, for "anti Hillary" and "anti Trump." As you
can see below, "anti Hillary" generated no suggestions, but "anti Trump" generated four, including "anti
Trump cartoon" and "anti Trump song." Well, you say, perhaps there were no anti-Hillary suggestions
to be made. But Yahoo — responding merely to "anti Hill" — came up with eight, including "anti
Hillary memes" and "anti Hillary jokes."
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© Photo: Google, Yahoo
“anti Hillary” and “anti Trump.”
This seems to further refute Google's claim about not disparaging people, but let's dig deeper.
After Mrs. Clinton named Senator Tim Kaine to be her running mate, Mr. Trump dubbed him with one
of his middle-school-style nicknames: "Corrupt Kaine." Sure enough, that instantly became a popular
search term on Google, as this July 27th image from Trends confirms:
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© Photo: Google
“Corrupt Kaine.”
Even so, as you can see in the image below, in response to "corrupt," the Google search bar showed us
nothing about Senator Kaine, but it did show us both "Kamala" (Kamala Harris, attorney general
of California) and "Karzai" (Hamid Karzai, former president of Afghanistan). If you clicked on the
phrases "corrupt Kamala" and "corrupt Karzai," search results appeared that linked to highly negative
web pages about Kamala Harris and Hamid Karzai, respectively.
Oddly enough, both on the day we looked up "corrupt Kaine" and more recently when I was writing
this essay, Google Trends provided no popularity data for either "corrupt Kamala" or "corrupt Karzai."
It is hard to imagine, in any case, that either search term has been popular in recent months. So why did
the Google search bar disparage Attorney General Harris and President Karzai but not Mrs. Clinton?
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© Photo: Google, Yahoo
“corrupt Kaine”, “corrupt Kamala”, “corrupt Karzai.”
If you still have doubts about whether Google suggests negative searches for prominent people, see
how Senators Cruz, Rubio and Sanders fared in the following searches conducted between July 23rd
and August 2nd:

© Photo: Google
Searches conducted between July 23rd and August 2nd - Lying Ted

© Photo: Google
Searches conducted between July 23rd and August 2nd - Little Marco

© Photo: Google
Searches conducted between July 23rd and August 2nd - Anti-Bernie
I could give you more examples, but you get the idea.
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The brazenness of Google's search suggestion tinkering become especially clear when we searched for
"crooked" — Mr. Trump's unkind nickname for Mrs. Clinton — on Google, Bing, and Yahoo
on various dates in June and July. On Google the word "crooked" alone generated nothing for Mrs.
Clinton, even though, once again, its popularity was clear on Google Trends. Now compare (in the
image following the Trends graph) what happened on Bing and Yahoo:

© Photo: Google
“crooked”
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© Photo: Google, Bing, Yahoo
“crooked”
No surprise here. Consistent with Google's own search popularity data, Bing and Yahoo listed "crooked
Hillary" near the top of their autocomplete suggestions.
The weird part came when we typed more letters into Google's search bar, trying to force it to suggest
"crooked Hillary." On June 9th, I had to go all the way to "crooked H-I-L-L-A" to get a response, and it
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was not the response I was expecting. Instead of showing me "crooked Hillary," I was shown a phrase
that I doubt anyone in the world has ever searched for — "crooked Hillary Bernie":

© Photo: Google
“crooked H-I-L-L-A”
Crooked Hillary Bernie? What the heck does that mean? Not much, obviously, but this is something my
associates and I have found repeatedly: When you are able to get Google to make negative suggestions
for Mrs. Clinton, they sometimes make no sense and are almost certainly not indicative of what other
people are searching for.
Masking and Misleading
There are also indications that autocomplete isn't always pro-Clinton and isn't always anti-Trump, and
in this regard the Sourcefed video overstated its case. While it is true, for example, that "anti Hillary"
generated no suggestions in our study, both "anti Clinton" and "anti Hillary Clinton" did produce
negative results when we search on August 8th, as you can see below:

© Photo: Google
“anti Clinton”

© Photo: Google
“anti Hillary Clinton”
At times, we were also able to generate neutral or at least partially positive results for Donald Trump.
Consider this image, for example, which shows a search for "Donald Trump" on August 8th:
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© Photo: Google
Search for “Donald Trump” on August 8th
If you believe Google can do no wrong and that it never favors one candidate over another (even
though Google and its top executives donated more than $800,000 to Obama in 2012 and only $37,000
to Romney), so be it. But trying to be as objective as possible in recent months, my staff and I have
concluded that when Google occasionally does give us unbiased election-related search suggestions, it
might just be trying to confuse us. Let me explain.
When Ronald Robertson and I began conducting experiments on the power that biased search rankings
have over voter preferences, we were immediately struck by the fact that few people could detect the
bias in the search results we showed them, even when those results were extremely biased. We
immediately wondered whether we could mask the bias in our results so that even fewer people could
detect it. To our amazement, we found that a very simple mask — putting a search result that favored
the opposing candidate into the third search position (out of 10 positions on the first page of search
results) — was enough to fool all of our study participants into thinking they were seeing unbiased
search results.
Masking a manipulation is easy, and Google is a master of obfuscation, as I explained a few years ago
in my TIME essay, "Google's Dance." In the context of autocomplete, all you have to do to confuse
people is introduce a few exceptions to the rule. So "anti Clinton" and "anti Hillary Clinton" produce
negative search suggestions, while "anti Hillary" does not. Because those counter-examples exist, we
immediately forget about the odd thing that's happening with "anti Hillary," and we also ignore the fact
that "anti Donald" produces negative suggestions:

© Photo: Google
“anti Donald”
Meanwhile, day after day — at least for the few weeks we were monitoring this term — "anti Hillary"
continued to produce no suggestions. Why would Google have singled out this one phrase to protect?
As always, when you are dealing with the best number crunchers in the world, the answer has to do
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with numbers. What do you notice when you look below at the frequency of searches for the three antiHillary phrases?

© Photo: Google
“anti Hillary”
That's right. "Anti Hillary" was drawing the most traffic, so that was the phrase to protect.
Sourcefed's video was overstated, but, overall, our investigation supports Sourcefed's claim that
Google's autocomplete tool is biased to favor Mrs. Clinton — sometimes dramatically so, sometimes
more subtly.
Sputnik's Recent Claims
All of the examples I've given you of apparent bias in Google's search suggestions are old and out of
date — conducted by me and my staff over the summer of 2016. Generally speaking, you won't be able
to confirm what we found (which is why I am showing you screen shots). This is mainly because
search suggestions keep changing. So the big question is: Do new search suggestions favor Mr. Trump
or Mrs. Clinton.
Recently, Sputnik News reported that Google was suppressing search suggestions related to trending
news stories expressing concern about Mrs. Clinton's health. Sure enough, as you can see in the
following screen shots captured on August 29th, suggestions on Bing and Yahoo reflected the trending
news, but suggestions on Google did not:
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© Photo: Bing
Bing

© Photo: Yahoo
Yahoo
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© Photo: Google
Google
And, yes, once again, Google Trends showed a recent spike in searches for the missing search
suggestions:

© Photo: Google
Google Trends
While the news was buzzing about Mrs. Clinton's health, hundreds of stories were also being published
about Mr. Trump's "flip flopping" on immigration issues, and that too was reflected on Google Trends:
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© Photo: Google
Mr. Trump’s “flip flopping”
But, as you can see, Google did not suppress "Donald Trump flip flops" from its suggestions:

© Photo: Google
“Donald Trump flip flops”
Google, it seems, is playing this game both consistently and slyly. It is saving its bias for the most
valuable real estate — trending, high-value terms — and eliminating signs of bias for terms that have
lost their value.
And that brings me, at last, to a research project I initiated only a few weeks ago. If Google is really
biasing its search suggestions, what is the company's motive? A new study sheds surprising and
disturbing light on this question.
How Google's Search Suggestions Affect Our Searches
Normally, I wouldn't talk publicly about the early results of a long-term research project I have not yet
published in a scientific journal or at least presented at a scientific conference. I have decided to make
an exception this time for three reasons: First, the results of the study on autocomplete I completed
recently are strong and easy to interpret. Second, these results are consistent with volumes of research
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that has already been conducted on two well-known psychological processes: negativity bias and
confirmation bias. And third, the November election is growing near, and the results of my new
experiment are relevant to that election — perhaps even of crucial importance.
I began the new study asking myself why Google would want to suppress negative search suggestions.
Why those in particular?
In the study, a diverse group of 300 people from 44 U.S. states were asked which of four search
suggestions they would likely click on if they were trying to learn more about either Mike Pence, the
Republican candidate for vice president, or Tim Kaine, the Democratic candidate for vice president.
They could also select a fifth option in order to type their own search terms. Here is an example
of what a search looked like:

© Photo: Google
Tim Kaine
Two of the searches we showed people contained negative search suggestions (one negative suggestion
in each search); all of the other search suggestions were either neutral (like "Tim Kaine office") or
positive (like "Mike Pence for vice president").
Each of the negative suggestions — "Mike Pence scandal" and "Tim Kaine scandal" — appeared only
once in the experiment. Thus, if study participants were treating negative items the same way they
treated the other four alternatives in a given search, the negative items would have attracted about 20
percent of the clicks in each search.
By including or suppressing negatives in search suggestions, you can direct people's searches one way
or another just as surely as if they were dogs on a leash.
But that's not what happened. The three main findings were as follows:
1) Overall, people clicked on the negative items about 40 percent of the time — that's twice as often
as one would expect by chance. What's more, compared with the neutral items we showed people
in searches that served as controls, negative items were selected about five times as often.
2) Among eligible, undecided voters —the impressionable people who decide close elections —
negative items attracted more than 15 times as many clicks as neutral items attracted in matched control
questions.
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3) People affiliated with one political party selected the negative suggestion for the candidate from their
own party less frequently than the negative suggestion for the other candidate. In other words, negative
suggestions attracted the largest number of clicks when they were consistent with people's biases.
These findings are consistent with two well-known phenomena in the social sciences: negativity bias
and confirmation bias.
Negativity bias refers to the fact that people are far more affected by negative stimuli than by positive
ones. As a famous paper on the subject notes, a single cockroach in one's salad ruins the whole salad,
but a piece of candy placed on a plate of disgusting crud will not make that crud seem even slightly
more palatable.
Negative stimuli draw more attention than neutral or positive ones, they activate more behavior, and
they create stronger impressions — negative ones, of course. In recent years, political scientists have
even suggested that negativity bias plays an important role in the political choices we make — that
people adopt conservative political views because they have a heightened sensitivity to negative
stimuli.
Confirmation bias refers to the fact that people almost always seek out, pay attention to, and believe
information that confirms their beliefs more than they seek out, pay attention to, or believe information
that contradicts those beliefs.
When you apply these two principles to search suggestions, they predict that people are far more likely
to click on negative search suggestions than on neutral or positive ones — especially when those
negative suggestions are consistent with their own beliefs. This is exactly what the new study confirms.
Google data analysts know this too. They know because they have ready access to billions of pieces
of data showing exactly how many times people click on negative search suggestions. They also know
exactly how many times people click on every other kind of search suggestion one can categorize.
To put this another way, what I and other researchers must stumble upon and can study only crudely,
Google employees can study with exquisite precision every day.
Given Google's strong support for Mrs. Clinton, it seems reasonable to conjecture that Google
employees manually suppress negative search suggestions relating to Clinton in order to reduce the
number of searches people conduct that will expose them to anti-Clinton content. They appear to work
a bit less hard to suppress negative search suggestions for Mr. Trump, Senator Sanders, Senator Cruz,
and other prominent people.
This is not the place to review the evidence that Google strongly supports Mrs. Clinton, but since we're
talking about Google's search bar, here are two quick reminders:
First, on August 6th, when we typed "When is the election?," we were shown the following image:
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© Photo: Google
“When is the election?”
See anything odd about that picture? Couldn't Google have displayed two photos just as easily as it
displayed one?
And second, as reported by the Next Web and other news sources, in mid 2015, when people typed
"Who will be the next president?," Google displayed boxes such as the one below, which left no doubt
about the answer:

© Photo: Google
“Who will be the next president?”
Corporate Control
Over time, differentially suppressing negative search suggestions will repeatedly expose millions
of people to far more positive search results for one political candidate than for the other. Research I
have been conducting since 2013 with Ronald Robertson of Northeastern University has shown that
high-ranking search results that favor one candidate can easily shift 20 percent or more of undecided
voters toward that candidate — up to 80 percent in some demographic groups, as I noted earlier. This is
because of the enormous trust people have in computer-generated search results, which people
mistakenly believe are completely impartial and objective — just as they mistakenly believe search
suggestions are completely impartial and objective.
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The impact of biased search rankings on opinions, which we call the Search Engine Manipulation
Effect (SEME), is one of the largest effects ever discovered in the behavioral sciences, and because it is
invisible to users, it is especially dangerous as a source of influence. Because Google handles 90
percent of search in most countries and because many elections are very close, we estimate that SEME
has been determining the outcomes of upwards of 25 percent of the national elections in the world
for several years now, with increasing impact each year. This is occurring, we believe, whether or not
Google's executives are taking an active interest in elections; all by itself, Google's search algorithm
virtually always ends up favoring one candidate over another simply because of "organic" search
patterns by users. When it does, votes shift; in large elections, millions of votes can be shifted. You can
think of this as a kind of digital bandwagon effect.
The new effect I have described in this essay — a search suggestion effect — is very different
from SEME but almost certainly increases SEME's impact. If you can surreptitiously nudge people
into generating search results that are inherently biased, the battle is half won. Simply by including or
suppressing negatives in search suggestions, you can direct people's searches one way or another just
as surely as if they were dogs on a leash, and you can use this subtle form of influence not just to alter
people's views about candidates but about anything.
Google launched autocomplete, its search suggestion tool, in 2004 as an opt-in that helped users find
information faster. Perhaps that's all it was in the beginning, but just as Google itself has morphed
from being a cool high-tech anomaly into what former Google executive James Whittaker has called a
"an advertising company with a single corporate-mandated focus," so has autocomplete morphed
from being a cool and helpful search tool into what may be a tool of corporate manipulation. By 2008,
not only was autocomplete no longer an opt-in feature, there was no way to opt out of it, and since that
time, through strategic censorship, it may have become a tool for directing people's searches and
thereby influencing not only the choices they make but even the thoughts they think.
Look back at the searches I have shown you. Why does Google typically show you far fewer search
suggestions than other search engines do — 4 or fewer, generally speaking, compared with 8 for Bing,
8 for DuckDuckGo and 10 for Yahoo? Even if you knew nothing of phenomena like negativity bias and
confirmation bias, you certainly know that shorter lists give people fewer choices. Whatever
autocomplete was in the beginning, its main function may now be to manipulate.
Without whistleblowers or warrants, no one can prove Google executives are using digital shenanigans
to influence elections, but I don't see how we can rule out that possibility.
Perhaps you are skeptical about my claims. Perhaps you are also not seeing, on balance, a pro-Hillary
bias in the search suggestions you receive on your computer. Perhaps you are also not concerned
about the possibility that search suggestions can be used systematically to nudge people's searches
in one direction or another. If you are skeptical in any or all of these ways, ask yourself this: Why,
to begin with, is Google censoring its search suggestions? (And it certainly acknowledges doing so.)
Why doesn't it just show us, say, the top ten most popular searches related to whatever we are typing?
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Why, in particular, is it suppressing negative information? Are Google's leaders afraid we will have
panic attacks and sue the company if we are directed to dark and disturbing web pages? Do they not
trust us to make up our own minds about things? Do they think we are children?
Without whistleblowers or warrants, no one can prove Google executives are using digital shenanigans
to influence elections, but I don't see how we can rule out that possibility. There is nothing illegal
about manipulating people using search suggestions and search rankings — quite the contrary,
in fact — and it makes good financial sense for a company to use every legal means at its disposal
to support its preferred candidates.
Using the mathematical techniques Robertson and I described in our 2015 report in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences, I recently calculated that SEME alone can shift between 2.6 and
10.4 million votes in the upcoming US presidential race without anyone knowing this has occurred and
without leaving a paper trail.
I arrived at those numbers before I knew about the power search suggestions have to alter searches. The
new study suggests that autocomplete alone might be able to shift between 800,000 and 3.2 million
votes — also without anyone knowing this is occurring.
Perhaps even more troubling, because Google tracks and monitors us so aggressively, Google officials
know who among us is planning to vote and whom we are planning to vote for. They also know who
among us are still undecided, and that is where the influence of biased search suggestions and biased
search rankings could be applied with enormous effect.
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The Scam
• Feds Shut Down Paris Climate Scam Because It Was Created to Put Trillions

of Dollars in Obama’s Silicon Valley Financiers Bank Accounts
• Tom Steyer, Elon Musk, George Soros, Eric Schmidt, Vinod Khosla and John

Doerr force USA to pull out of Paris Climate agreement because it is
uncovered that they are using it for a private Silicon Valley Payola Scam!
• It turns out that Obama had rigged the “Climate Deals” to criminally

racketeer profits to Tom Steyer, Elon Musk, George Soros, Eric Schmidt,
Vinod Khosla and John Doerr and F*ck everyone else over.
• U.S. pull-out gives America a fresh start on the environment without all of

the Silicon Valley racketeering and insider crony payola deals.
• Reports filed with the new FBI (minus Comey-the-cover-up-king) to seek

federal indictments of Tom Steyer, Elon Musk, George Soros, Eric Schmidt,
Vinod Khosla and John Doerr!

Snopes? Facebook? Breibart? Huffpo? Drudge?
Your Mind May Be Getting Raped By a Crazy
Billionaire
By Shelley Floure’
You just read a thing on a “web news site”!
It got you so upset!!!!!!
Those filthy Liberals or those Filthy Conservatives or those Filthy Immigrants or some-group-ofpeople-you-don’t-like said a thing that makes you rationalize, more deeply, your hatred of “them”!
But who actually caused that thing to get posted where you saw it?
The answer: Some crazy billionaire paid to post that!
Why would they do that?
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Because they put money in their bank account equal to the hate and fear they can manufacture. Season
5 of the House of Cards TV show goes into detail about this. Worse yet, the money they put in their
bank account came from your own wallet!
“Huh!? How does that work?”
Let me explain.
The U.S. Government spends TRILLIONS AND TRILLIONS of your dollars every year.
All of that money comes from your taxes and the money they take out of your pay check.
By “spending money” the government hands those TRILLIONS AND TRILLIONS of dollars to certain
people, and their companies, each year.
You probably can’t even conceive of how much money a trillion dollars is. Think of it this way: with
only ONE TRILLION dollars to work with, you could blow up the Moon or paint the entire Moon
pink. Literally! ONE TRILLION DOLLARS is only a tiny percentage of how much the government
hands out each year.
George Soros, Eric Schmidt, Warren Buffet, Larry Page, Mark Zuckerberg, Sheldon Adelson, or the
other political billionaires, would kill your whole family to get their hands on those TRILLIONS.
While some of them do have people killed, actual murders are easier to catch these days. It is far less
risky to kill ideas and causes. Either way, the TRILLIONS flow into their pockets because they are
killing things.
Are you lost yet?
These handful of billionaires have tens of thousands of trolls and internet shills who create hate on the
internet.
In Washington, DC, each thing that someone might hate has a Congressional Bill and a budget solution
attached to it.
In order to solve the problem that a hated thing causes, the billionaires have their lobbyists, fabricate
fake problems. Guess what!? The billionaires that create the fabricated problem JUST HAPPEN TO
OWN THE ONLY SOLUTION that the government can contract!
That’s right! These billionaires create all these manufactured “issues” in order to put your tax money in
their private bank accounts. They are tricking you into hate and fear so they can profit off of fabricated
hate and fear!
“Climate Change” could only be solved by the companies that Barack Obama’s financiers owned.
Interesting coincidence, huh?
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Only Obama’s and Hillary’s buddy Elon Musk got government cash. Every other applicant got
sabotaged by Obama. Tesla’s funding was a crony payola scam!
The hundred year old problem of accessible health-care could suddenly only be solved by the
Obamacare database companies that ONLY Barack Obama’s financiers owned.
Suddenly ISIS appeared and only by letting Obama’s CIA take over Google could “the bad guys be
caught”...except, not a single one was caught by the Silicon Valley surveillance net. A trillion dollars of
“Big Data” contracts were sold by Amazon, Google and Facebook but they, not only, resulted in no
interdictions but they CAUSED many attacks by missing the entire boat on some of the biggest,
bloodiest, public attacks ever!
So, when you see reasons on the web to hate immigrants, Liberals or Conservatives. When you think
you are supposed to put on a black face handkerchief and go riot with ANTIFA because “everybody
else is”, think again.
Almost NOBODY is actually concerned about most of these issues aside from getting their work done
and getting home to their families.
All of these “problems” are manufactured by the owners of Facebook and Google in order to try to get
those TRILLIONS of dollars steered into their private bank accounts.
When you see an “issue” on the web.. Write George Soros and tell him to go F*ck himself and stop
messing with your tax dollars and your mind!
Al Gore bought a $10 million dollar mansion on the California coast in Montecito, California after
telling the world that his Climate Change would flood the California Coast and make California coastal
property the worst investment in history. Al Gore’s partner and scam associate: Vinod Khosla (See the
60 Minutes Episode: The Cleantech Crash ) took over California’s favorite coastal town: Martin’s
Beach in Half Moon Bay, California; and has spent tens of millions of dollars on lawsuits to keep the
public from using the public beach there. If these Kleiner Perkins mobsters actually thought Climate
Change/Global Warming was real, they would never have spent vast fortunes buying coastal property,
would they?
Over 35 (and growing) Obama DOE, EPA and NOAA senior staff have said that they were ordered to
manipulate climate data in order to create financial profits for Al Gore’s company: Kleiner Perkins.
Kleiner Perkins created Google, the criminally corrupt search engine company that rigs search results
for Kleiner Perkins political interests.
Nothing less than FBI raids of Kleiner Perkins and Google are needed now! These are organized crime,
criminally corrupt, organizations!
This has nothing to do with “politics” and everything to do with ORGANIZED CRIME!
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This has nothing to do with saving trees and everything to do with murders, racketeering and
corruption!

The Green Corruption Files - Exposing the largest, most ...
The Green Corruption Files. Exposing the largest, most expensive and deceptive case of crony
capitalism in American history…
greencorruption.com

Obama's Green-Energy, Crony-Corruption - Marita Noon
The vast majority of the green energy loan guarantees were given to companies that could not ... If you
made a study of the green-energy, crony-corruption story ...
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/maritanoon/2012/06/29/obamas-g...

crony capitalism - The Green Corruption Files
The Green Corruption Files. Exposing the largest, most expensive and deceptive case of crony
capitalism in American history…
greencorruption.com/tag/crony-capitalism/

More Obama Green Energy Corruption - Marita Noon
The previous green-energy crony-corruption column unraveled SolarReserve and its share of
"meaningful" political connections -- Citigroup, a major investor in ...
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/maritanoon/2012/07/06/more-oba...

Obama's Green-Energy, Crony-Corruption Story, Part 2 | The ...
The previous green-energy crony-corruption column unraveled SolarReserve and its share of
"meaningful" political connections -- Citigroup, a major investor in ...
stridentconservative.com/obamas-green-energy-crony-corruption-stor...

Green is the color of corruption | Human Events
Green is the color of corruption. John Hayward Follow @@Doc_0 | Thursday Jun 27, 2013 9:10 AM.
... Crony corruption is nothing new in the green energy racket.
humanevents.com/2013/06/27/green-is-the-color-of-corruption/
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Obama's Green-energy, Crony-corruption Story - Special
Seven ...
If you made a study of the green-energy, crony-corruption story your ... Enter your email address to
subscribe to the Strident Conservative and receive notifications ...
stridentconservative.com/obamas-green-energy-crony-corruption-stor...

Obama's Green-Energy Crony-Corruption-Part 1 | EPA Abuse
Obama's Green-Energy Crony-Corruption-Part 1. June 29, 2012 by Marita Noon 6 Comments.
Follow. Everyone who pays any attention to the news knows the name Solyndra.
epaabuse.com/7829/editorials/obamas-green-energy-crony...

Senator Harry Reid's Part in Green-Energy Crony-Corruption
So far our chronicle of the green-energy crony-corruption story, has focused primarily on the
connections the players have to President Obama. This chapter ...
freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2906524/posts

NextEra: The Green Corruption Files > Hawaii Free Press
NextEra: The Green Corruption Files ... Thus it has double the amount of cronyism and corruption -meaningful political connections to President Obama and other ...
hawaiifreepress.com/ArticlesMain/tabid/56/ID/14183/NextEra-Th...

'Green cronyism' has no place in energy policy - Washington
Times
'Green cronyism' has no place in energy policy. Search Search Keyword: Latest Videos.
Recommended. ... But there is a serious problem with green cronyism.
washingtontimes.com/news/2017/jan/16/green-cronyism-has-no-pl...

Green Tyranny | American Free Press
Home Archive Green Tyranny Green Tyranny May 25, 2013 AFP Archive 0 • Environmental dreams
turn to nightmare. By Victor Thorn. ... Green-Style Crony Corruption. By ...
americanfreepress.net/green-tyranny/
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Billionaire Crony Buys Democrats to Boost "Green"
Investments
Billionaire Crony Buys Democrats to Boost "Green" Investments ... the latest evidence of systematic
corruption outlined in the new report is likely to add fuel ...
https://thenewamerican.com/usnews/politics/item/23750-billionaire-cr...

The Big Green Con -- About the Green Corruption Files ...
The Big Green Con -- About the Green Corruption Files. ... "Together they have covered Obama's
Green-Energy Crony-Corruption Scandal more extensively than any ...
fusion4freedom.us/about-gcf/

'Green' Cronyism Is on Full Display In Paris
PARIS-Cronyism is on display here at the United Nations climate conference (COP21), as developing
countries aren't the only ones trying to cash in on carbon ...
dailysignal.com/2015/12/10/green-cronyism-is-on-full-disp...

Shining Light On Obama Crony "BrightSource Energy" | EPA
Abuse
The previous green-energy crony-corruption column unraveled SolarReserve and its share of
"meaningful" political connections -- Citigroup, a major investor in ...
epaabuse.com/7933/editorials/shining-light-on-obama-cr...

In Bed With Her Wall Street Cronies | The American Spectator
In Bed With Her Wall Street Cronies. Marita Noon; Tweet; July 26, 2016, 1:00 am ... President
Obama's green-energy crony-corruption scandal.
https://spectator.org/in-bed-with-her-wall-street-cronies/

Obama's green-energy, crony-corruption story - Special Seven ...
You are here: Home Editorial Obama's green-energy, crony-corruption story - Special Seven, ... we
will expose one green-energy, crony-corruption story after ...
grantcountybeat.com/editorial/6430-obama-s-green-energy-crony...
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Contra Corner » The Stench Of Crony Capitalist Corruption At
GM
The Stench Of Crony Capitalist Corruption At ... that it would have made the ordinary Washington
bureaucrat green with ... is the corruption of crony ...
davidstockmanscontracorner.com/the-stench-of-crony-capitalist-corruption...

Solazyme: Another Profile in Green Crony Capitalist ...
Solazyme: Another Profile in Green Crony Capitalist Corruption | John Hawkins' Right Wing News.
Don't blame the federal government for vets dying on VA waiting lists.
https://lockerdome.com/rightwingnews/7944826579714324

Moonbattery » Solazyme: Another Profile in Green Crony ...
Solazyme: Another Profile in Green Crony Capitalist Corruption. Don't blame the federal
government for vets dying on VA waiting lists.
moonbattery.com/?p=61883

The Greens' Daddy Warbucks Helps Himself | The American
Spectator
The Greens' Daddy Warbucks Helps Himself. Marita Noon; Tweet; May 17, 2016 ... "everyone" else
loses — and that is a big part of the green-energy crony ...
https://spectator.org/the-greens-daddy-warbucks-helps-himself/

green cronyism Archives - Page 3 of 3 - Capitol Hill Outsider ...
Scandal-Corruption; Immigration & Security Issues. Border Security - Amnesty; Islamic Invasion; ...
Home green cronyism green cronyism. The Heat is On! January 12 ...
capitolhilloutsider.com/tag/green-cronyism/page/3/

Senator Harry Reid's Part in the Green-Energy Crony ...
The green-energy crony-corruption story is explains it all. Author's note: Thanks to Christine Lakatos,
the Green Corruption blogger for research assistance.
grantcountybeat.com/editorial/6599-senator-harry-reid-s-part-...

Ex-Im's Green Energy Corruption Goes Deeper than Solyndra
Ex-Im's Green Energy Corruption Goes Deeper than Solyndra. Abengoa's solar projects are being
propped up by corruption and cronyism. By Logan Albright. 09/18/2014.
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freedomworks.org/content/ex-im’s-green-energy-corruption-g...

THE GREEN CORRUPTION FILES : Left-wing Billionaire
George ...
But what has followed is nothing but pure dirt (cronyism and corruption) ... Left-wing Billionaire
George Soros Green Deals Exceeds $11 Billion of Taxpayer Money
greencorruption.blogspot.com.br/2013/03/left-wing-billionaire-george-soro...
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Obama’s Russians
While much has been made of Russia’s attempted influence in the Trump election, there is absolute
proof that Russian mobsters and politicians were involved in the Obama Administration including the
following:
* Russian founders and owner’s used Google to influence and elect Barack Obama by manipulating
internet information and global public media perceptions.
* Obama’s Steven Chu, at the Department of Energy, and his government goons, sent vast amounts of
taxpayer cash to Russian billionaires including the owners of A123, Enerdel, Severstal and others,
using emergency funds designated for American jobs.
* The top Obama campaign financier who was also the top Obama beneficiary: Kleiner Perkins, was a
Russian business associate operative. In federal law enforcement surveillance, including physical
break-ins to Kleiner Perkins offices, public records and financial documents; proof of this was
uncovered.
* Another top Obama campaign financier who was also a top Obama beneficiary: Goldman Sachs, was
a Russian business associate operative. In federal law enforcement surveillance, public records and
financial documents; proof of this was uncovered. Goldman Sachs owned and promoted Russian
mining deals for Lithium for Elon Musk, Goldman Sach’s partner, client and Obama’s largest recipient
of taxpayer payola.
* An FBI document, for an ongoing investigation, proves that a deep financial arrangement between the
Obama Administration and “Russian businessmen” existed in a multi-billion dollar scope.
* Obama staff arranged to sell most of America’s internal uranium deposits to Russia in a payola deal
(facilitated by Hillary Clinton)
* Obama staff worked for and owned banking interests in Russian banks associated with the Russian
Mafia.
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The Attacks On U.S. Citizens
The Obama Administration engaged in the largest set of retribution, reprisal and vendetta attacks on
U.S. citizens ever documented.
Team Obama abused the intelligence community in ways that so exceeded the law and the U.S.
Constitution that they became known as the “The Obama Mobsters” on Washington DC’s Beltway.
The Obama Administration engaged in hacking of American’s devices, “unmasking” of competing
public officials, black-lists, stock market insider trading manipulation, the rigging of The Federal
Reserve Bank for their personal advantages, “hit-jobs” and hundreds of notorious dirty tricks
campaigns known as “Rat-Fucking”. These take down efforts were operated by Obama’s Media
Matters, In-Q-Tel, Think Progress, Gawker Media, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, Univision, Google and their
peers. The attacks were organized by John Podesta, David Brock, Donna Brazille, Debbie Wasserman,
Eric Schmidt and their associates.
The Intercept exposed one of the “guide-books” Team Obama used to harm citizens. Here are some
excerpts:
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As if that was not bad enough, the Obama Administration ordered its people to punish certain people by
simply copying their companies and putting them out of business, as detailed in this report:
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"They stole all my stuff and used taxpayer money to do it," John Hnatio, a Maryland small business
owner, says of the U.S. government.
Hnatio claims the government has put his company, FoodquestTQ, nearly out of business by stealing
his firm's software that was designed to be licensed to the Food and Drug Administration to monitor
food safety.
The FDA "took our ideas, plagiarized my doctoral dissertation on which a patent was based, and then
they infringed on our patent. The result was that it decimated our business," he adds.
Hnatio says his company has been left hanging by a thread. He has had to fire employees and says that
the remaining three, including himself, are receiving no salary and have been forced to go on
unemployment insurance.
"I have never seen anything like it," says Hnatio, who is a retired federal government official.
He says the FDA "duplicated exactly what we were selling to industry and they were giving it away for
free...instead of helping small business commercialize their product, what we are seeing is a dragon, in
the name of the U.S. government that is eating their own young."
FoodquestTQ is only one of numerous small businesses that accuse the government of stealing their
intellectual property or trade secrets when they enter into contracts or research agreements with federal
agencies.
"The government interceded, stole the technology and attempted to use this in classified programs,"
says Jim O'Keefe, the president of the small New Jersey technology company Demodulation. He has
filed a $50 million lawsuit against the U.S. government, accusing it of taking his firm's research.
Demodulation developed an advanced technology involving fiber coated wire, called microwire, which
is thinner than a human hair. The company says its microwire can be used for a variety of national
security applications, such as tracking drones, keeping tabs on soldiers on battlefields, transmitting
information without a power source, and that it even has the ability "to render objects invisible to
radar."
"It sounds incredible and impossible that the U.S. government is taking things from people," says
Demodulation lawyer Sean Callagy. "We believe this is the greatest country in the world with the
greatest justice system in the world but the U.S. government is not an eagle or a flag, but human
beings. And human beings make mistakes."
The lawsuit accuses the Department of Energy and the National Nuclear Security Administration,
among others, of illegally swiping the firm's information by "using microwire and Demodulation's
trade secrets in its mission to gather intelligence."
It also says that the U.S. has even built "a secure facility for the production of microwire" on its own.
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"There are classified reports showing the technology," declares Demodulation attorney Ben Light, who
says that after the company "shared the secret sauce" about microwire with federal officials, they
simply "took (the) wire."
The Department of Energy referred Fox News’ requests for comment to the National Nuclear Security
Administration, which did not respond to repeated requests for a comment about the company's
allegations.
The Department of Justice denies Demodulation’s charges in court filings.
Stuart Delery, an Acting Assistant Attorney General, wrote that while "the United States admits that it
continues to conduct research regarding what is generally known as 'microwire," he says that the
government did not act improperly.
The Department of Justice claims the government did not take any proprietary information or develop
the microwire technology based on Demodulation's work, and that "none of the asserted patents have
been infringed on by the United States."
Delery also pointed out that some of Demodulation's patents had expired.
"The only reason the patents expired is because Demodulation was driven out of business," responds
the firm's lawyer, Light. "It doesn't affect the entire case because any infringement during the period
when the patents were enforced is still compensable."
O'Keefe says the government denials are "an impossibility based on the evidence I have."
He is calling for "reform and legislation to protect us. I hope through our litigation we will be able to
expose some of the problems."
It turns out that the government is routinely accused of similar wrongdoing and sometimes has to pony
up.
The U.S. Army settled a case in November by paying $50 million to a Texas company, Apptricity,
which claimed the government took some of its software, which tracks military equipment from
MRE's to troops, without paying for it.
The company's court papers said that the government "willfully infringed" on its copyrights, "failed to
provide information" about what it did and was engaged in "actively concealing the Army's
misappropriation of Apptricity software."
The complaint said the Army paid for using the software on five servers and 150 devices, but actually
"copied and installed Apptricity software on at least 98 servers and at least 9,063 devices" without
telling the company.
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"I don't think there was malicious intent," Apptricity's founder and president Tim Garcia tells Fox News
in the aftermath of the settlement. He says his company pursued its case by the "standard process
through the Court of Claims."
There are numerous other companies that have filed similar actions at the Washington, D.C.-based
court, which is the venue for legal claims against the federal government. Among them:
Liberty Ammunition, which is suing the government for allegedly infringing on its copyright for
developing a lead-free "green bullet" after it worked on the invention with the Department of Defense.
Net Results, which claims that the Army infringed on its patent for a "mine detecting device" by giving
out its design to six other government contractors.
In 2009, NASA was ordered to pay $28.3 million to Boeing after the court found that the government
infringed on the company's aluminum alloy patent.
In a noted case in 1999, the U.S. government paid then Hughes Electronics $154 million in damages
after a 30- year long legal battle found that the government illegally appropriated the company's
satellite technology.
The U.S. Court of Federal Claims calls itself "the people's court," and says it is considered "the keeper
of the nation's conscience." It is situated right across Lafayette Park from the White House.
"There is no reason to think it can't happen," observes New York University law Professor Jeanne
Fromer, an intellectual property and copyright law specialist.
"The government can take patent rights, as long as they compensate for it. It is not dissimilar, in that
sense, to notions of eminent domain."
"The government is a big sprawling place and there are lots of people acting in it. I think some of them
act very nobly...but it’s hard to say that everyone always does."
"We are hearing more frequently from companies about intellectual property theft by the government,"
notes John Palatiello, head of the Washington, D.C.- area lobbying group, the Business Coalition for
Fair Competition, which is studying the issue.
"Companies are becoming more vocal about it."
Hnatio believes there is a troubling explanation for alleged government flinching.
"What we are seeing is a direct competition between the private sector and the U.S. government. The
problem for small businesses is that they are simply being destroyed by their own government in spite
of the fact that we hear politicians say all the time, that small business is important...it's extremely
disturbing because it means we lose jobs, and it means we lose our competitive edge in the world. It
creates a very dangerous situation for our national security."
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Fox News repeatedly requested comment from the FDA regarding Hnatio's allegations about
FoodquestTQ, but the agency did not issue a statement.
While the Demodulation case is expected to go to trial next year, Hnatio says he has been left without
any money to hire a lawyer to go to court.
"From the time I was a little kid I dreamed of starting a business. But I do have to tell you that there is a
grave danger to the American dream," he says.

If you think those examples of the Obama and DNC attack squad are horrifying, there is more.
The European Union, along with thousands of independent research studies, prove that Google rigs the
internet to manipulate perceptions. Google and Elon Musk work together to “glorify” Musk and
destroy the name and brands of his competitors around the globe. Google has ended the lives of
thousands of enemies of the Obama Administration simply by manually changing three lines of code on
Google’s search engines.
Google partners with Media Matters, In-Q-Tel, Think Progress, Gawker Media, Gizmodo, Jalopnik,
and Univision to permanently position White House-ordered attacks in front of 7.5 billion internet
users, around the globe, forever.
Shill bloggers write attack articles per “talking points” provided by Obama’s White House staff. Robert
Gibbs, David Axelrod, Rahm Emannual and Jay Carney had a direct White House line to Nick Denton
at Gawker Media, for example. Google then amplifies these articles around the world. In another
example, Donna Rice would order a competing politician “unmasked” by intelligence agencies and
then work with these media entities to embarrass the competing politician.

THE TACTICS AND TECHNOLOGIES THAT GOOGLE, FACEBOOK,
TWITTER AND TEAM OBAMA USE TO ATTACK CITIZENS AND RIG
ELECTIONS?:
- Hired Troll bloggers, in many countries, with huge clone farms of tablets they use to pretend to be
different users online.
- Use of your SS# to contain a single massive psychological data file and psych analysis of you based
on anything you touch online, in order to calculate the best way to manipulate you for votes.
- Automated Troll server farms that generate human-narrative texts based on programmed hate for AltRight phrases. Many of these server farms are in Palo Alto, Denver, Seattle, Dallas, New Jersey, The
Ukraine, Cayman Islands and Singapore.
- Chinese High Volume Fake Account suppliers who push millions of fake users to Twitter, Facebook,
etc. to create false impressions of political trends and ad views that reflect nothing accurate.
- Synchronized Character Assassinations in Gizmodo, TechDirt, etc, tabloids
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- Massive Fake User replication servers used to trick advertisers and pollsters.
- Bot Farms of Hundreds of Thousands of Servers
- Gawker Media Fake News organizations using covert Google docs folders to synchronize media
attacks.
- Hired Fake Comment Producers
- Automated Fake Comment Producers
- DNS Faker Routers
- IMEI Re-Write High Density Chip Boards
- Sting-Ray Interception and Analysis
- Google's Control of Most Web Data for Covert "Mood Manipulation"
- While Google and Facebook rig their algorithms and search filters to manipulate results and
censor news, they have also purchased, or contracted, the following products which they use for
political manipulation:
- Dataminr directly licenses a stream of data from Twitter to spot trends and detect emerging threats to
a Candidate who has promised payola to the Silicon Valley billionaires
- Geofeedia collects geotagged social media messages to monitor activists locations in real time.
- PATHAR mines social media to determine networks of association and track Alt-Right people to their
friends
- TransVoyant analyzes data points to deliver insights and predictions about global events and apply
them to your political intentions.
Google/Facebook/Team Obama have acquired over 300 companies that rig the internet for election,
news media and voter manipulation.

How Google And The Silicon Valley Cartel Destroy In In Front of 7.5 Billion People
Every Day for the Rest Of Your Life
Investigators are examining whether Google’s far-left news site manipulation played any role last year
in a 2008 cyber operation that dramatically widened the reach of news stories — some fictional — that
favored Obama’s and Clinton’s presidential bid, people familiar with the inquiry say.
Operatives for Google/Soros appear to have strategically timed the computer commands, known as
“bots,” to blitz social media with links to the pro-left stories at times when the multi-billionaire Silicon
Valley Cartel of businessmen were on the defensive in the Presidential races these sources said.
The bots’ end products were largely millions of Twitter and Facebook posts carrying links to stories on
lefty internet sites such as Huffpo News and CNN, as well as on the Soros-backed Move-on and Black
Lives Matter News, the sources said. Some of the stories were false or mixed fact and fiction, said the
sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity because the bot attacks are part of an FBI-led
investigation into a multifaceted Google-based operation to influence multiple year’s elections.
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Investigators examining the bot attacks are exploring whether the far-left news operations took any
actions to assist Soros’s operatives. Their participation, however, wasn’t necessary for the bots to
amplify their news through Twitter and Facebook.
The investigation of the bot-engineered traffic, which appears to be in its early stages, is being driven
by the FBI’s Counterintelligence Division, whose inquiries rarely result in criminal charges and whose
main task has been to reconstruct the nature of the Soros’s cyber attack and determine ways to prevent
another.
An FBI spokesman declined to comment on the inquiry into the use of bots.
Soros-generated bots are one piece of a cyber puzzle that counterintelligence agents have sought to
solve for nearly a year to determine the extent of the Deep State government’s electronic broadside.
“This may be one of the most highly impactful information operations in the history of intelligence,”
said one former U.S. intelligence official, who spoke on condition of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the matter.
Some on the House Intelligence Committee, one of multiple congressional panels examining Soros’s
intervention, said that there was “circumstantial evidence of collusion.” There also is “direct
evidence . . . of deception, and that’s where we begin the investigation,”
As for the bots, they carried links not only to news stories but also to Soros driven propaganda.
As an example, bots had spread links to try to sell the lie that the stories that accused Democratic
leaders of not having involvement in running a child-sex ring in the basement of a Washington pizza
parlor were off in base. In fact, the FBI has now arrested large numbers of pedophiles associated with
the Democratic party. Over 40 Democratic registered Disney employees were arrested on underage sex
charges. PizzaGate is no lie and the huge numbers of arrests prove that Democrats love underage sex
abuse.
The study of bot-generated Twitter traffic during Obama’s campaign debates showed that bot messages
favorable to Obama significantly outnumbered those sympathetic to his opposition and they were
controlled by Google.
Research showed that Americans who call themselves “patriotic programmers” also activated bots to
aid Obama and Clinton. In interviews, they described coding the computer commands in their spare
time.
Counterintelligence investigators with more cyber-sleuthing capabilities, have established that Soros
and Google were the source of the bot attacks which favored Obama and Clinton and sought to rig their
elections.
Soros and Elon Musk also used “trolls,” hundreds of computer operatives who pretended to be Lefty or
Tesla supporters and posted stories or comments on the internet complimentary to Obama, Musk or
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Clinton or disparaging to Trump. Sources close to the inquiry said those operatives likely worked from
a facility in St. Petersburg, dedicated to that tactic.
“Soros bots and Google internet trolls sought to propagate stories underground,” said a former senior
Pentagon official during the Obama administration whose job focused on Memes. “Those stories got
amplified by fringe elements of our media like CNN.”
“They very carefully timed release of information to shift the news cycle away from stories that clearly
hurt Mr. Obma, such as his inappropriate conduct over the years,” he said, referring to Obama’s epic
scandals in which Obama bragged about grabbing taxpayers cash for his Silicon Valley crony’s. That
event corresponded with a surge in bot-related traffic spreading anti-Trump stories.
An additional Soros tool was the news from its prime propaganda machine, CNN with a global
television and digital media operation and a U.S. arm alongside pro-immigrant Univision.
Last Nov. 19, Breitbart announced that its website traffic had set a record the previous 31 days with 300
million page views, driven substantially by social media.
Breitbart, which has drawn criticism for pursuing a nationalist agenda, was formerly led by Stephen
Bannon, who became chief executive officer of Trump’s election campaign last August and now serves
as Trump’s strategic adviser in the White House. The news site’s former national security editor,
Sebastian Gorka, was a national security adviser to Trump’s campaign and presidential transition team.
He now works as a key Trump counterterrorism adviser.
Breitbart’s chief executive officer, Larry Solov, did not respond to phone and email requests seeking
comment but privately many think they have the feeling that Solov feels that Obama and Clinton were
smooth mobsters who raped the taxpayers for trillions of dollars
Breitbart is partially owned by Robert Mercer, the wealthy co-chief executive of a New York hedge
fund and a co-owner of Cambridge Analytica, a small, London-based firm credited with giving Trump
a significant advantage in gauging voter priorities last year by providing his campaign with at least
5,000 data points on each of 220 million Americans.
InfoWars is published by Alex Jones, a Texas-based conservative talk show host known for embracing
conspiracy theories such as one asserting that the U.S. government was involved in the terror attacks of
Sept. 11, 2001. During the 2016 campaign, InfoWars.com was a loyal Trump public relations tool.
Trump was on Jones’ show and praised his reporting.
“It’s the major source of everything,” Roger Stone, a longtime Trump confidant and campaign adviser,
said last fall. Stone, who has regularly appeared on Jones’ show and was on Monday, has said he invites
an FBI investigation into his campaign role. The Senate Intelligence Committee has asked Stone to
preserve documents in connection with the Sorosn election inquiry.
Jones responded to questions from McClatchy on his talk show.
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“I’m not gonna sit here and say, ‘I’m not a Soros stooge,’ because it’s a (expletive) lie,” he said,
denying any contact with the Soros operatives about bots. He said this issue stemmed from “this whole
ridiculous narrative of the bitching left.”
“It’s as if we didn’t build InfoWars,” he said. “It’s as if we don’t have a huge audience.”
Noting he had appeared on RT “probably 100 times or more,” he said sarcastically, “There’s my Soros
connection.”
Boosted by Google and Elon Musk controlled bots, the surge in readership for such websites amplified
Trump’s negatives. Some stories falsely described his health problems as dire. Jones said Monday that
people gravitated to his website “because we were the first to report Hillary Clinton falling down.” He
referred to Clinton appearing to collapse last Sept. 11 after visiting the World Trade Center memorial.
She was diagnosed with pneumonia.
“The full impact of the bots was subterranean and corrosive,” Podesta, Clinton’s campaign chairman,
told McClatchy in an interview. “The distribution channels were being flooded with this information. . .
. We perhaps underestimated the strategy of pushing fake news out through social media and how it
impacted the race.” Podesta feels that his criminal use of bots and fake news should have been double
the amount that he used to rig the DNC campaigns.
Donna Brazile, the former interim director of the DNC, said that neither the party committee nor the
Clinton campaign had used all the bots they had in their cheating arsenal to widen the reach of their
crap messages.
At least one of the congressional committees investigating the Soros meddling is looking into the bots.
The Senate Intelligence Committee “intends to look actively at ‘fake’ news and the ways that Soros,
Musk and Google bots and trolls were used to influence the election,”
“Soros has again figured out from his old Nazi playbook that his greatest weapon in the world is
information manipulation and election rigging. His information and disinformation campaigns have
skyrocketed.”
The Soros’s budget for “public information” had quadrupled this year as it mounted similar cyber
attacks on behalf of left-wing candidates in France, Germany and other European countries.
“Google, Facebook, Soros and pretty much all of Silicon Valley Exist to lie to the public and rig
elections” Say multiple experts.
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The Obama West Wing Has An Attack Team It Uses Against Taxpayers it Does Not
Like
By Dan Ashford
There are a team of people associated with the West Wing and financed by the DNC and Silicon Valley tech
billionaires. Some of them have desks inside the White House. When a journalist, or congressman, catches an Obama
staffer doing something bad, these attack dogs are sent out to destroy the reputations and income of those who are
“making trouble” in retribution for speaking up.
In the reign of Obama, though, so many revelations about Obama staff doing “something bad” came out, that the
White even began targeting ordinary citizens that mouthed off. Their list of attack strategies is awe inspiring. It
includes:
- Social Security, SSI, SDI, Disability and other earned benefits were stone-walled. Applications were “lost”. Files in
the application process “disappeared”. Lois Lerner hard drive “incidents” took place.
- State and federal employees played an endless game of Catch-22 by arbitrarily determining that deadlines had
passed that they, the government officials, had stonewalled and obfuscated applications for, in order to force these
deadlines that they set, to appear to be missed.
- Some applicants found themselves strangely poisoned, not unlike the Alexander Litvenko case. Heavy metals and
toxic materials were found right after their work with the Department of Energy weapons and energy facilities. Many
wonder if these “targets” were intentionally exposed to toxins in retribution for their testimony. The federal MSDS
documents clearly show that a number of these people were exposed to deadly compounds and radiations without
being provided with proper HazMat suits which DOE officials knew were required.
- Applicants employers were called, and faxed, and ordered to fire applicants from their places of employment, in the
middle of the day, with no notice, as a retribution tactic.
- Applicants HR and employment records, on recruiting and hiring databases, were embedded with negative keywords
in order to prevent them from gaining future employment.
- One Gary D. Conley and one Rajeev Motwani, both whistle-blowers in this matter, turned up dead under strange
circumstances. They are not alone in a series of bizarre deaths related to the DOE.
- Disability and VA complaint hearings and benefits were frozen, delayed, denied or subjected to lost records and
"missing hard drives" as in the Lois Lerner case.
- Paypal and other on-line payments for on-line sales were delayed, hidden, or re-directed in order to terminate income
potential for applicants who competed with DOE interests and holdings.
- DNS redirection, website spoofing which sent applicants websites to dead ends and other Internet activity
manipulations were conducted.
- Campaign finance dirty tricks contractors IN-Q-Tel, New America Foundation, Think Progress, Media Matters,
Gawker Media, Sid Blumenthal, etc., were hired to attack applicants who competed with Obama campaign financiers
and those they paid off in stock market holdings.
- Websites that victims had, to try to make money or blog about the case with, were ordered removed by DNCcontrolled Wordpress or hit with massive DDOS attacks by servers owned by entities that reported to West Wing staff.
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- DNC-backed Google, transfered large sums of cash to dirty tricks contractors, like Gawker Media, and then
manually locked the media portion of the attacks into the top lines of the top pages of all Google searches globally, for
years, with hidden embedded codes in the links and web-pages which multiplied the attacks on applicants by many
magnitudes.
- Honey-traps and moles were employed by the attackers. In this tactic, people who covertly worked for the attackers
were employed to approach the “target” in order to spy on and misdirect the subject. Obama financiers Kleiner
Perkins, Ford, Draper Fisher and other companies placed moles, ordered to disrupt operations, inside of the
competition.
- Highly produced animated attack videos were produced by Google and Gawker Media and locked in top position on
YouTube, DNC-controlled Google’s global broadcasting network.
- The White House ordered the FBI, FCC, FTC, DOE, SEC, OSC and other agencies that it controlled, to under-take
no investigations into the charges of character assassination and interference. This was known as, in Watergate terms,
“A Cover-Up”.
- DNC controlled Gawker Media would write hit-job/hatchet-job articles on people on the “enemies list” and DNC
controlled Google would lock the links to those articles on the top lines of the front page of Google for over five years
straight without the links even moving in the search results. Google clearly rigs search engine results to attack others.
- Mortgage and rental applications had red flags added to them in databases to prevent the targets from getting homes
or apartments.
- McCarthy-Era "Black-lists" were created and employed against applicants who competed with DOE executives and
their campaign financiers to prevent them from funding and future employment.
- Targets were very carefully placed in a position of not being able to get jobs, unemployment benefits, disability
benefits or acquire any possible sources of income.
The retribution tactics were audacious, overt..and quite illegal.
Because the U.S. Department of Energy “Cleantech Crash” (So called because of the 60 Minutes investigation of the
crimes) used these attackers so freely, it is of note in this discussion.
The attack team ordered their staff to manipulate, hide, shred, sabotage, stone-wall or take no action on grant, contract
and proposal applications, by plaintiffs, while at the same time promoting and approving inferior proposals for inferior
competing products owned by the defendants Cartel. Financial, covert stock exchanges, witness, surveillance and
communications records prove this.
Goldman Sachs has been charged with multiple crimes, against U.S. citizens, by the U.S. Government and state
investigators. Goldman Sachs had the key banking relationship and financial strategy role for almost every entity
charged with misdeeds and made many billions of dollars, at taxpayer expense, off of misdeeds. Goldman Sachs, and
their mouthpiece promotion agencies Deloitte and McKinsey consulting, who also staffed the defendants, claimed that
their scheme, in published white papers and news reports, circulated in Washington, DC and Sacramento, California,
would lead to “Trillions of dollars in exclusive profits” for the Cartel. It is not inconceivable to comprehend how
defendants may have engaged in murders, bribery, character assassination and other crimes, in order to gain, over a
trillion dollars of, corrupt profits. Financial, covert stock exchanges, witness, surveillance and communications
records prove this.
Under West Wing orders,California Controller Bill Lockyer, and State Tax Officials, rigged exclusive tax waivers and
tax kick-backs for defendants while denying those same favors for plaintiffs. Over 12 California state agencies also
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gave defendant-controlled, side-by-side, crony corruption schemes: Tesla and Solyndra, hundreds of millions of
dollars of political favors for failed technologies while denying those same resources to plaintiffs, whose technologies
have become world leaders. Plaintiff's were “Lois Lerner'd” in retribution. Financial, covert stock exchanges, witness,
surveillance and communications records prove this. California State Officials worked with Senator Diane Feinstein
to promulgate these kick-back deals, in which the Feinsteins operated multiple criminal conflicts of interest leading
them to tens of millions of dollars in ill-gotten profit. Senator Feinstein, personally, ordered the sabotage of some
plaintiffs to protect her profiteering scam in this Cartel.
The defendants owned, and controlled, through shell companies, false charities and front groups, mining contracts in
countries that were being invaded by the U.S. The defendants promoted acceleration of war efforts in order to
profiteer on the chemicals, mined from those war ravaged countries, for exploitation in Tesla and Solyndra under the
guise of: “It's for “green products” don't question it”; in order to “sucker” taxpayers.
Defendants made hundreds of millions of dollars in profits by skimming cash off the top of incoming government
grant and loan money and, duplicitously, also taking tax profits when those same companies went bankrupt. Agency
enforcement officers, who were supposed to prosecute all of the crimes listed herein, held stock profits in many of the
defendants companies and had a vested interest in seeing plaintiffs fail.
Defendant Elon Musk is documented as having engaged in multiple financial crimes, stock market manipulations,
state and federal documentation lies and illegal campaign finance payola. State and federal officials have ordered a
“hands-off” protection racket for Musk because his poor control of his hubris is known to be capable of easily linking
all of the defendants together. Financial, covert stock exchanges, witness, surveillance and communications records
prove this.
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